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the  major  purp.ose  of  this  study  wa.s  to  examine  the
effects  of  two  experimental  methods  of  teaching  reading  to
educable  mentally  retarded  children.    The  traditional  approach
to  the  reading  process  acted  as  the  control  group.    I)ata
was  complete  with  a  randomized  groups  design  l`Jith  two
repeated measures,  pre-test  and  post-test  word  recognition
scores.    Subtest  performance  on  the  Wechsler  Intelligence
Scale  for  Children was  compared  to  post-test  results  on  the
word  recognition  task.
Results  revealed  no  significant  differ.ence  across
the  reading methods.    There  was  a  significant  positive
relationship  between  pre-test  performance `and  post-
test  results  after  reading  treatment.    IIevel  of  intellectual
functioning  on  the  WISC  had  no  significant  influence  on  the
post-test  results  across  the  reading  methods.    WISC  subtests
were  not  col`related  with  post-test  results.    Discussion  of
various  covariance  tables  revealed  those  thought  processes
and  psychomotor  abilities  most  closely  correlated  to  the
developmental  reading  process.
Further  reseal.ch  should  be  directed  toward  a
population  of  educable  mentally  retarded  children  located
in  a  more  largely  populated  area.    The  sample  should  be
such  that  the  subjects  would  be  drawn  from  one  school  to
control  for  the  variable  of  educational  process  which
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Statement  of  the  Problem
Recent  trends  in  both  special  education  and  vocational
rehabilitation  have  brought  forth  a  greater  mutual  understanding
of  the  services  and  the  limitations  of  these  programs.    These
two  disciplines  in  the  past  have  been  separate  and  independent
movements  in  the  United  States.     Ideally,   there  should  be  a
cooperative  working  arrangement  between  state  educators,
supervisors,  teachers,  counselors,  and  coordinators  of  university
programs   (MCAlees,1968).     The  strides  being  made  at  present
within  these  services  are  toward  such  a  rela,tionship  between
special  education  and  vocational  rehabilitation.
The  early  identification  and  remedial  activity  should
begin  in  the  special  education  and  vocational  rehal)ilitation®
setting  and  should  be  in  preparation  for  rehabilitative  placement.
This  placement  could  be  planned  by  teachers  and  vocational  re-
habilitation  counselors  who  are  aware  of  potentia,1  candidates.
Basic  functional  skills  and  social  expectations  could  then  re-
ceive  remedial  a.ttention  to  prepare  the  child  for  the  oppol.tunity
for  employment.    His  employability  and  his  income  possibilities
would  be  increased.
The  present  research  was  directed  toward  identifying  the
educable  mentally  retarded  early  in  their  educational  experience
and .providing  them with  remedial  treatment  for  their  particular
learning  disability.    The  following  research  concerns  one  of  the
most  frequently  occurring  problems  with  the  educable  mentally
retarded,  that  of  reading.    If  the  individual  cannot  read,  he
is  not  going  to  be  able  to  perform  other  integral  parts  of  the
educational  process.    Their  safety  in  the  complex  world  they  are
a  part  of  is  decreased  by  not  be.i.ng  a..ble  to  Tea.d   signs  which_
give  directions,  information  and  warn  of  danger.
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The  present  investigation  demonstrated  two  expel.imental
methods  of  teaching  I.eading  and  their  effectiveness  on  a.  word
recognition  task.
Importance  of  this  Stud
Research  investigations  on  reading  have  demonstrated
the  effectiveness  of  remedial  reading  (Kirk,1972b).    The
most  important  variable  discovered  in  past  studies  in  regard  to
the  retarded  is  the  reading  method9employed   (Kirk,1972b).
Given  this  potential  importance  of  the  method,   it  becomes  ..    '`
necessary  to  determine  what  methods  work  more  constructively  with
the  educable  mentally  retarded,  and  what  basic  thought  processes
and  psychomotor  skills  should  be  worked  with  intensively  to  im-
prove  reading with  this  particular  population.
Population  and  Sam
The  preceding  discussion  has  stressed  the  importance
8f  ±6ading  to  the  average  functioning  individual  as  well  as  the
educable  mentally  retarded.    Of  central  importance  also  is  early
identification,  so  that  remedial  steps  may  be  taken  to  alleviate
the  problem  or  at  least  the  severity  of  the  handicap.    Increased
reading  skills  for  the  educable  mentally  retarded  would  increase
the  possibilities  for  placement  and  enhance  the  number  of  suc-
cessful  closures.
Thus,   the  present  investigation  focused  on  educable
mentally  retarded  children  between  the  ages  of  six  and  fifteen.
The  finite  population  consisted  of  elementary  school  children
from  a  school  district  located  in  northwestern  North  Carolina
in  Watauga  County.    The  sanple  contained  thirty-six  children,
22  boys  and  14  girls,   in  grades  one  through  eight.
Theoretical  Franewol.k
Definitions
The  following  definitions  and  their  respective  abbre-
viations  will  be  employed  thl.oughout  this  study:
Analysis  of  Variance   (ANOVA)   -  ANOVA  is  the
statistical  technique  employed  to  determine  the  pre-
sence  of  significant  differences  between  reading  methods.
Ihe  analysis  of  covariance  is  utilized  to  determine
corr±1ations  between  response  on  the  word  recognition
task  and  performance  on  the  subtests  of  the  Wechsler
Intelligence  Scale  for  Childl`en.
Brain-damaged  -  organic  impairment  to  the  brain
Educable  Mentally  Retarded  (Em)  -  Many  definitions
have  been  adopted  for  the  Era.    For  the  purposes  of  this
study,  the  Em  will  be  defined  as  one  who  because  of
subaverage  mentaLl  development  is  unable  to  benefit
sufficiently  from  a  regular  elementary  school  program.
Intelligence  quotients  range...from  50  to  80   (Biehler,
1971 ) .
Endogenous  -  growing  or  preceding  from  within,
pertaining  to  metabolic  processes  of  a  cell
Exogenous  -  having  its  origin  external,  derived
externally
Full  Scale  IQ  -  The  Full  Scale  IQ  is  designated
as  the  level  of  intellectual  functioning.    The  score  is
composed  of  the  Verbal  IQ  and  the  Performance  IQ.
Intelligence  Quotient  (IQ)  -  The  intelligence
quotient  is  the  level  of  intellectual  functioning
according  to  the  Wechsler  Intelligence  Scale  for
Children.
Organic  -  having  a  physical  organization,  pertaining
to  living  organisms  and  a  class  of  chemical  compounds
Performance  IQ  -  The  Per.formance  IQ  is  a  composite
score  computed  from  the  six  performance  subtests  of
the  1'Jechsler  Intelligence  Scale  for  Children.
Rehabilitation  Psychologist  -  The  rehabilitation
psychologist  is  a  rehabilitation  specialist  who  adminis-
ters  and  intel`prets  psychological  tests,  personality
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tests,  and  vocational  inventories.    The  position  also
provides  for  psychological  counseling  for  the  individual,
the  family,  and  the  group.    One  of  the  goals  of  this
specialist  is  to  help  the  individual  determine  and  under-
stand  his  ovm  assets,  liabilities,  interests  and  capa-
cities.    He  is  a  consultant  to  the  Vocationa.1  Rehabili-
tation  Counselor  and  helps  toward  planning  for  the  client
and  in  determining  eligibility  in  specific  disabi.lity
groups,   such  as  mental  retardation  and  behavior  disorder.s.
School  1   -  Green  Valley  Elementary  School
School  2  i  Parkway  Elementary  School
School  3  -  Hardin  Park  Elementary  School
Slosson  Oral  Reading  Test   (SORT)   -  The   SORT  is
an  oral  reading  test  which  employs  word  recognition.
It  was  administered  to  the  children  before  and  after
the  reading  treatments.
Subjects   (Ss)   -  The  subjects  were  the  Epffi  level
children  who  participated  in  the  present  research.
Traditional  +  Fernald  -  The  Fernald  technique
is  characterized  by  the  following  steps  in  the  process
of reading:
the  child  traces  the  word  while
saying  it
writes  the  word  from  memory
looks  at  the  word  or  phrase  while
saying  it
writes  the  word  without  vocalizingit
begins  to  generalize  and  read  new
words  on  the  basis  of  experience
with  previous  words   (Kirk,1972b).
Praditional  Reading  Method  ("look-and-say")  -
The  control  group  in  the  study  received  the  ''1ook-and-
say"  method  of  teachirLg  reading  which  'v.rag  traditionally
used  in  the  schools.    Knowing  that  previous  reading
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approaches  and  experiences  cannot  be  eliminated,   the
the  other  methods  will  be  referred  to  as  the  Traditional
+  the  experimental  method  to  be  demonstl.ated.
Vel.bal  IQ  -  The  Wechsler  Intelligence  Scale
for  Children  is  composed  of  six  verbal  subtests  which
combine  to  yield  a  Verbal  IQ.
Visua,1-Auditory-Kinesthetic   (VAK)  -  This  method
i6+eiop6d  bgiv  diliingham  ind  Stillmari  (1965)  is  designated
as  following  these  steps:
child  is  told  the  names  of letters
and  then  the  sounds
child  is  asked  to  sound  the  word  while
tracing  it  (the  present  study  used
sand  letters  for  tra,cin
upon  the  sense  of  touch5
to  capitalize
writes  the  word  from  memory
after  learning  to  sound  some  consonants
and  vowels,   the  child  blends  the
sounds
after  learning  to  sound,  write,  and
read  three  letter  words,  the  words
are  made  into  stories  and  the  child
reads  them  silently  and  then  orally
Vocational  Rehabilitation  Counselor  -  The
rehabilitation  counselor  is  a  basic  position  in  the  provision
of  services  to  disabled  clients  who  qualify  for  the  state  or
federal  program  of  rehabilitation.    He  interviews  and  determines
eligibility by  thl`ee  criteria:
1-    presence  of  a  physical  or  mental
disability  that  is  a  handicap  to
empl oyment                                         \
2-    the  client  is  of  legal  employme.nt
age
3-    probabilitJ  of  employment  is  good
following  the  pl.ovisions  of  services
Provided  the  individual  is  eligible,  and  he  meets  the  financial
guidelines  of.  the  state,  the  rehabilitation  counselor  serves  as
a  leader  and  a  coordinator  who  plans  and  implements  progress
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toward  gainful  employment.    He  and  his  client  set  reasonable  goals
together.    The  client  is  given  aid  with  any  problems  and  diffi-
culties  that  may  obstruct  and  hinder  his  obtaining  a  job.
Wechsler  Intelligence  Scale  for  Children  (WISC)  -
The'  instrument  used  to  obta.in  the  full  scale  levels  of  intellec-
tual  functioning  and  to  identify  the  REls  within  the  special
education  classes  in  the  schools.    The  scale  also  provided  sup-
plementary  information  as  to  subtest  performance.
Basic  Assumption
The  present  investigation  involved  Ss  from  three  different
schools  in  Watauga  County.     The  only  underlying  basic  assumption
here  was  that  the  educational  processes  were  the  same  at  all  three
schools.
Hypotheses
Previous  research  has  concerned  itself with  differences
in  the  exceptional  childls  reading  level  compared  to  the  average
childls -reading  level.    Research  also  focused  on  discrepencies
in  mental  ages  among  children  and  their  performance  in  the  reading
process.    Remedia,1  instruction  has  been  proved  statiscally  to
be  of  importance  in  improving  low  intelligence  childrenls  ability
to  read  (Kirk,   Femald,  Hegge,   and  Coleman,   as  designated  in
the  bibliography) .
The  present  study  was  intended  to  analyze  the  importance
of  the  method  employed  to  teach  reading  to  the  population  iden-
tified,  and  the  relationships  of  subtests  scores  obtained  on
the .Wechsler  Intelligence  Scale  for  Children  (WISC)   to  the
reading  process.     Four  hypotheses  were  tested  at  the   .01   and.05
levels  of  significance:
1-    There  is  no  significant  differ.ence
between  r.eading  methods.
2-    There  is  no  significant  relationship
between  pre-test  grade  level  and  the
response  on  the  post-test  grade  level.
3-    There  is  no  significant  relationship
between  the  level  of  intellectual
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functioning  on  the  WISC  -  Full
Scale  IQ  and  the  post-test  SORT
SCOI,eS,
a.    There  is  no  significant  relation-
ship  between  the  Verbal  I.Q  on
•  the  WISC  and  the  post-test  SORT
scores.
b. There  is  no  significant  relation-
ship  between  the  Performance  IQ
on  the  WISC  and  post-test  results
on  the   SORT.
Ihere  is  no  significant  relationship
between  subtests  scores  obtained  on
the  WISC  and  post-test  scores  on  the
SORT .
a.    There  is  no  significant  relation-
ship  between  the  1,.JISC-Coding
subtest  and  post-test  results  of
the   SORT.
b. There  is  no  significant  relation-
ship  between  the  WISC-Vocabulary
subtest  and  post-test  results  on
the   SORT.
Chapter  11
REVIEW   OF  IIITERATURE
Introduction
]he  pl.esent  study  was  designed  in  an  effort  to  look
toward  one  of  the  concerns  with  which  the  disciplines  of  special
education  and  rehabilitation must  deal,  the  exceptional  individual.
Whether  the  intellectually  subaverage  will  be  placed  in  the  labor
market,  protective  custody,   on welfare  or  within  institutions
will  be  a  reflection  of  cooperative  efforts.    The  ultimate
placement  of  the  special  education  student  into  suitableo  gainful
employment  is  the  objective  of  the  special  education  teacher  and
the  vocational  rehabilitation  counselor  (MCAlees,1968).
Successfully  achieving  this  objective,  means  for  the  special
education  student  a  more  productive  and  happy  life.
Special  Education  and  Rehabilitation
In  a  paper  pl`esented  to  the  Western  Commission  for  Higher
Education,  Dr.  I)orothy  8.   Carr  stated:
You  probably  heard  the  story  of  the  blind
men  who  were  asked  to  describe  an  elephant.     As
the  story  went,   each  man.s  description  of  the  animal
was  based  upon  the  area  he  felt.     Since  they  had,  not
1::i:  :i:f:r=£t:Tea.  their  descriptions  of  the  elephant
Rehabilitation  and  special  education  personnel  fl.equently  work
with  the  same  young  person;  yet  the  two  disciplines  describe  him
differently  (Carr,1968).
±n  th:Dfur3±:¥  §;hg%::,,,  „E3:%g:i:::::£¥e:n:tt€£e sE;::::LE£E:::%:on
and  Reha.bilitation  Institutes   March,19689   Phoeni-x.9   AT`t7,ona,) 3
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In  defining  rehabilitation,  Waiter  Ii.  Case  stated  that
rehabilitation  is  bringing  the  person  to  his  highest  potential:
To  some,   this  might  be  the  ability  to  take  car.e
of  themselves,   but  never' to  enter  the  employee  class.
To  others,  it  is  the  ability  to  work  in  a  sheltered
workshop,  but  never  at  the  speed  of  modern  industry.
To  others,  it  is  a  workshop  experience  and  then  outside
employment.     We  take  persons  who  may  never  have  worked
and  teach  them  good- work  habits  along  with  the  ability
::a:::n:i:%8.¥±th  Others.    Sometimes  they  receive  special
in.  Ernest  Willenberg  (1966)  states  that  the  single  purpose
of  special  education   was  ''to  prevent  children  from  being  lost
in  education."3    The  goal  is  to  assure  every  child  that  he  is
just  as  important  in  regard  to  his  education  and  development
as  other  children who  are  more  fortunate  intellectually  and
physically ..... "we  must  assure  them  of  our  regard  and  esteem,
and  of  7  their  worthiness  as  individuals,  and  their  rights  as
citizens  to  the  advantages  of  their  heritage"   (Willenberg,1966).
Common   ob ectives, Common  goals  and  objectives  can  be
detected  in  the  pre'c`eding  definitions.    The  objectives  of  special
education  and  rehabilitation  for  the  handicapped  should  not  be
separated,  for  neither  of  the  specialities  can  accomplish  sepa-
rately  what  they  could  accomplish  together.     The  meeting  of  the
needs  of  the  handicapped  should  begin  at  t)irth  and  continue  through
life.    The  special  education  class  helps  prepare  the  child  for
future  employment  and  aids  in  developing  the  basic  skills  needed
so  frequently  in  public  work.
2Wa|ter  Ii.   Case,   ''Iietls  Talk  it  Over,"
January-riarch,   1968   (Ijong  Beach,Newsletter
p.4.
Goodwill  Industries
3Ernest  Willenbel.g,   ''Promises  to  Keep  and  Miles  to  Go."     An
address  given  before  the  California  Administrators  of  Special
Education  at  the  annua.1  meeting  of  the  Calif .  Administrators  of
Special  Education  at  the  annual  meeting  at  FTesno,   Calif.,  May
11,1966.
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The  rehabilitation  counselor  is  in  the  position  to
coordinate  the  findings  of  the  special  education  teacher  and
utilize  the  information  she  has  obtained  about  the  student  to
work  toward  a  job  for  the  individual  when  his  education  is
complete.    Both  disciplines  are  working  to  help  persons  reach
their  fullest  potentials.
Need  for  Early  Identification  in  the  FTffi
Both  rehabilitation  and  speeial u.education  should  be
involved  as  early  as  fea,sible  and  both  should  function  as  a
interdisciplinary  plan  to  meet  such  needs  effectively.    Early
identification  of  the  EMR  would  avoid  the  duplication  of  services
or  the  allowing  of  unattended  gaps  in  services  (Carp,1968).
National  Council  on  Rehabilitation  of  1942
The  National  Council  on  Rehabilitation  defined  the  objec-
tives  of  I.ehabilitation  as  "the  restoration  of  the  handicapped
to  the  fullest  physical,  mental,   social,  vocational,  and  economic
usefulness  of  which  they  are  capable.W4
In  1965,   Public  Iiaw  333  was  passed  which  brought  the  most
liberal  and  far-reaching  piece  of  legislation  on  a  national  scale
that  was  ever  enacted  (Cull  and  Hardy,1972).     This  legislation
focused  on  evaluative  techniques  and  services,   community  sheltered
workshops  and  rehabilitation  facilities,  ''self-care"  rehabilita-
tion,  and  it  also  greatly  expanded  the  goals  of  the  rehabilitating
services.    Iiater  services  were  exi;ended  to  provide  for  the  men-
tally  retarded,  the  emotionally  disturbed,  the  socially  deprived
and  the  disemployed   (Mccauley,1968).
4National  Council  on  Rehabilitation.     Symposium  in
New  York,   May  25,   1942.     Definition  adopted.
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Recent  Trends  in  Special  Education
and  Vocational  Rehabilitation
Recent  trends  in  both  special  education  and  vocational  .`
rehabilitation have  brought  forth  a  greater mutual  understanding
of  the  services  and  limitations  of  each  of  these  programs.    These
trends  include  a  greater  emphasis  on  career  planning  at  an  early
age,  the  development  and  orientation  of vocational  materials  in
special  education  classes,  the  participation  of  teachers  in
preparing  a  person  for  a  job,  teacher-referrals  for  potential
candidates  of vocational  rehabilitation,  teacher's  provision
of  personal  and  educational  data  f`or  the  counselor,  counselorls
participation  in  program  planning  for  individuals  while  they  are
in  school,  and  vocational  rehabilitation  emphasizing  work with
young  persons  while  still  in  school.    Trends  have  also  been  toward
providing  services  for  the  less  sever.ely  disabled  (MCAlees,   1968).
Assistance  for  the  Primary  Iievel  Child
Helping  the  primary  level  child  to  understand  the  "whys
and  wherefores''   of  getting  to  school  on  time  is  one  step  toward
the  concept  of  punctuality  as  an  obliga,tion  to  a  future  employer
(MCAlees,1968).     By  continuously  interpreting  the  implications
of  school  learnings  and  activities  and  by  adjusting  the  cul`ricu-
1um  a.s  strides  in  social  conditions  change  the  community,   the
"R  can  be  prepared  for  a  responsible,  gainful  position  in  society.
The  elementary  special  education  teacher  and  the  rehabi-
litation  counselor  can  plan  future  placement  for  potential
candidates  which  would  be  gainful  employment   (MCAlees,1968).
Rehabilitation  is  a  supportive  service  and  a  I.esource,  and  services
should  be  able  to  begin  where  special  education  in  the  public
schools  ends.
1exit of  Societ
Society  as  it  presents  itself . today  is  more  complex,
and  those  individuals  with  marginal  skills  cannot  cope  with
this  complexity.
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Educable  mentally  I.etarded  children  are  a  larger  part
of  the  area  of which  special  education  services  in  the  public
schools  must  focus.    These  EFm  children  have  marginal  skills
and  their  intelligence  quotients  range  from  50  to  80.    They
are  capable  of  achieving  some  degree  of  success  in  traditional
academic  subjects,  and  they  can  be  aided  toward  maintaining
themselves  independently  as  adults  (Wright  and  Trotter,1968).
ificance  of  Readin to  the
CaDDe
With  the  objective  of rehabilitation  being  restoring  the
handicapped  to  his  fullest  physical,  mental,  vocational  and
economic  usefulness,   the  EMR must  be  identified  ea.rly  and  the
area  in which  he  is  so  frequently  lacking,  reading,  could  be
worked  with  intensively  (Carr,1968).    This  woiild  be  steps
toward  helping  the  rehabilitation  counselor  and  the  educable
menta.lly retarded  individual  to  achieve  his  fullest  potential.
Early  identifica.tion  would  give  the  child  an  opportunity
to  increase  his  rea.ding  abilities  within  the  special  educ.ation
setting  (Cegelka  and  Cegelka,1970).     This  should  increase  his
job  opportunities  and  the  incomes  available  with  the  jobs  when
he  finishes  school  and  possible  becomes  the  responsibility  of  a
rehabilitation  counselor.    It  has  become  difficult  enough  for
persons  with  average  abilities  to  maintain  a  place  in  society.
Sigriificance  for  Erml s
The  ultimate  purpose  of  educating  mentally  retarded
children  is  to  help  them  adjust  to  the  community  at  the  adult
level  as  social  participants  and  gainfully  employed  individuals.
Most  human  communication  takes  place  in  the  medium  of  language.
I'eople  talk  and  write  to  convey  meanings.    They  listen  and  they
read  to  understand  what  others  mean  and  how  they  feel.    Main-
taining  a  place  in  a  society  requires  6ormunicative  skills.
Talking  and  writing  are  "broadcasting"  parts  of  communication.
Iiistening  and  reading  are  receiving  parts  of  the  process  of
communic.ation   (MCKee,1966).
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Reading  that  is  effective  for  the  individual  is  necessary  in  order
to  be  well-informed  generally  and  to  acquire  specific  informa-
tion  (Witty,   FTeeland  and  Grotgerg,1966).
It  is  generally  recognized  that  to  cope  with  occupational
and  civic  demands  of modern  life,  a  tendency  to  read  is  desirable
and  necessary.    A  sufficient  ability  to  read  for  the  mffi  indivi-
dual  only  enhances  his  opportunity  for  advancement  and  employment
in  his  community.     The  types  of  work  would  be  much  more  varied
and  the  young  person  would  not  be  restri.cted  to  a  job  such  as
operating  machinery.     As  early  as  1932,   Charm.ing  followed  1000
special  class  graduates  in  ten  large  cities  approxima,tely  five
years  after  they  left  school.    She  found  a  lal.ge  proportion  of
them  employed  and  earning  wages  not  far  below  those  of  their
normal  peers.     The  subnormal  can  obtain  jobso(Channing,1932).
ELployability
The  case  of  the  slow  learner  or  the  educable  retarded
child  is  not  hopeless   (Applegate,1968).     He  can  be  groomed  for
responsible  and  self-supporting  adulthood  as  soon  as  his  limi-
tations,  aptitudes,  interest  and  capabilities  are  recognized.
The  educable  child  needs  to  begin  training  a.s  early  in  his  school
career  as  possible  for  specific   job  placement.     Kennedy  (1948)
studied  a  pool  of  485  subjects£     356  of  the  individuals  were
subnormal  and  129  were  normal.     The  tota,1  subject  pool  revealed
more  similarities  than  differences  in  employment  levels  and
relatively  good  work  records.     Charles   (1967)  did  a f ollow-up
study  on  an  original  study  by  Baller  in  1936.    His  target  popu-
lation was  the  mentally  deficient.    Charles  found  that  vocationally
successful  children  who  were  mentally  retarded  had  acquired  th±ir
skills  early.    The  suggestions  of  Applegate  for  early  training
is  supported  by  Charlesl  findingso
Rehabilitation  possibilities.     Considering  the  EMR
obtains  the  basic  skills  and  early  i:ra,inin8  necessary,  the
possibilities  for  rehabilitation  into  successful  employment
could  be  increased  (Applegate,1968).     A  suitable  program  may
be  determined  by  combined  efforts  of  parents,   teachers,   psycho-
1ogists  and  rehabilitation  counselors.    The  EFm  individual
could  possibly  be  directed  toward  such  jobs  as  furniture
refinishing,  car  painting,  assisting  in rehabilitation  therapy, .
machine  opel.atop,  nurse's  aid,  and  a  post  office  employee
{Applegate,1968).     Of  course,  many  jobs  would  involve  being  able
to  read  at  least  a minimum  level.    The  EMR  with  additional
assistance  in  this  area  could  tabulate  and  count  invent.ories,
specialize  in  hotel  services,   state  park  employee,   or  a museum
employee   (Applegate,1968).
Income.     The rehabilitation  possibilities  for  mffi
individuals  as  designated  by  Applegate  (1968)  carry  with  them
various  income  levels  which  would  be  varying  from  community  to
community.     The  more  effective  and  communicative  the  person,
the  better  his  chances  are  at  increased  pay  at  a  better  position.
Phe  educable  child  is  one  of  mild  retardation  who  can  be  taught
to  utilize  basic  skills  (Kirk,   1972).    If  there  is  interest,
remedial  assistance  and  counseling  toward  placement,  the  indivi-
dual  would  be  disposed  to  plan  for  a  certain  income  level,  pre-
ferably  that  of  lower-middle  or  middle-middle  class.
Mental  Retardation
Mental  retardation  is  not  a  disease,  but  is  a.    condition
(Kirk,   1972).    Any  definition  must  perta.in  to  this  factor.     The
difficulty  arises  when  one  tries  to  define  a  heterogenous  group
consj.sting  of  many  factors  of  val'ious  types  and  degrees.    The
definition  proves  to  be  an  overlapping  of  psychological,  socio-
logical,  medical,  economic,  physical  and  educational  factors.
Tredgold's  definition.    One  of  the  early  medical  authori-
ties,   Tredgold  (1937),   defines  mental  retardation  as:
A  state  of  incomplete  development  of  such  a  kind
and  degree  that  the  individual  is  incapable  of
adapting  himself  to  the  normal  environment  of  his
fellows  in  such  a  way  as  to  maintain  existence  in-
dependently  of  supervision,   control,   or  external
support .
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Predgold was  referring  to  the  degree  of  the  adaptation  to  the
total  envirorment  that  the  individual  could  make.
ar  Doll's  definition. Edgar  Doll   (1941)   asserted
a more  complex  definition when  he  stated  that  a mentally  deficient
person was  one  that  was  socially  incompetent  (socially  inadequate
and  occupationally  inadequate).    He  was  one  that  was  retarded
intellectually  from  birth. .or  an  early  age,  or  retarded  at
maturity.    The  retarded  could  also  be  mentally  deficient  as  a
result  of  constitutional  origin,  through heredity  or  disease.
According  to  Doll,  the  condition  was  essentially  incurable  (Doll,
94, ) .
Definition  by  Heber
Other  definitions  are  very  closely  related  to  Tredgoldls
and  Dollls  conceptions.     In  regard  to  I.ecent  years,   the  most
conceptually  clear  and  comprehensive  definition  of  retardation
has  been  formulated  by  Rick  Heber  and  approved  by  the  American
Association  of  Mental  I)eficiency.    This  definition  refers  to
mental  retardation  as  "subaverage  general  intellectual  functioning
which  originates  during  the  developmental  period  and  is  associated
with  impairment  in  adaptive  behavior"   (Heber,1961).
Subaverage  intellectual  functioning  refers  to  one
standard  deviation  below  the  general  populai;ion  mean  on  a  standal.d
intelligence  scale  or  test.    Impairment  in  adapT`ive  behavior
refers  to  deficiencies  in maturation,  learning  and  social  adjust-
ment.    For  the  purposes  of  this  study,  this  definition  of mental
retardation  will  be  adhel.ed  to.
Educable Retarded
Children  with  low.intelligence  are  classified  in  four
1-    the  slow  learner  (IQ  =  80-90)
2-    the  educable  mentally  I.eta.rded   (IQ  =  50-80)
3-    the  trainable  tr,entally  retarded  (IQ  -30-55)
4-    ±:€a:3:=L{¥Qd:P£:::#t2;:38}Ofoundly  mentally
groups :
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The  present  study  concerns  itself  with  the  educa.ble  ment`ally
retarded  child  whose  intelligence  quotient  may  range  fl.om
50-80  (Biehler,1971).     This  IQ  level  of  mental  retardation  is
based.)on  the  definition  by  the  American  Association  on  Mental
Deficiency  (Sanzone,1969).     The  educable  mentally  retarded  child
is  one  who,  because  of  subaverage  mental  development,   is  unable
to  benefit  sufficiently  from  the  regular  elementary  school  pro-
gran.     As  designated  b.y  Kirk  (1972),   the  EFR  is  c`onsidered
to  have  potentialities  for  development  in  three  areas.    His
educability  in  the  aca,demic  subjects  is  at  a  minimum  level,   and
his  educability  in  social  ad.iustment  is  at  a  point  where  he  can
get  along  independently  in  the  community.     The  occupational  ade-
quacies  of  the  EFffi  are  at  such  a  degree  that  he  can  later  support
himself  partially  or  totally  at  the  adult  level.    The  EMR  child
falls  within  the  edncational  classification  of mental  retardation.
In  most  instances  the  EDffi  is  not  ]mown  to  be  I.etarded
dul.ing  infancy  and  early  childhood.    His  mental  retardation,
growth  in  mental  activities,  and  growth  in  social  activities
can  be  noticed  only  if  he  is  observed  very.  closely  during  his
preschool  years  (Kirk,1972).     The  growth  is  normal  and  retal.-
dation  itself  is  not  evident  until  the  child  enters  school  and
shows  poor,   slow  learning  ability;  and  often  times  there  are
no  obvious  pathological  conditions  for  mental  retardation.
There  is  an  overlap  between  the  EMR  and  the   aver.age  child.
In  height,  weight,   and  motor  coordination,   some  retarded  children
excel  the  average  child;   but  many  are  below  average.     In  mental
age  there  is  no  overlap  because  EMRls  al.e  below  average.     An
edu.cable  mentally  retarded  child  with  a  chronological  age  of  --.
twelve,  will  have  a  mental  age  of  between  six  and  nine  yeal's  of
age   (Kirk,1972).     Because  of  the  al.bitrariness  of  IQ  divisions,
the  child  with  an  IQ  of  50  will  behave  much  like  a  trainable
mentally  retarded  -6hild   (IQ  =  25-50),   and  as  the  IQ  rises  toward
the  upper  limit  of  80,   the  behavior  exhibited  by  an  advanced
elemental.y  grade  child  is  found   (Biehler,1971).     Many  school
systems  find  these  children  incapable  of  responding  to  standal.d
curricul`m,   and  cope  with  them  through  special  classes.
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Classification  and  Main  Criterion  Difference   '
Ihe  mental  age  factor  is  the  main  critel.ion  difference
between  the  EMR  and  the  average  child.     The  EMR  does  acquire
the  particular  skills  of reading,writing,  spelling  and  arithmetic,
but  he  does  not  acq.uire  them  until  he  is  approximately  eight
years  of  age  (Kirk,1972c).    This  educational  delay  is  related
to  mental  age  and  the  .childls  age  upon  gaining  these  skills.
Attempts  to  improve  the  performance  and  genel.al  self-accomplish-
ment  of  the  mentally  retarded  in  their  education  should  be
focused  primarily  upon  what  the  author  terms  ''functional"
direction  which  is  capitalizing  upon  what  exists  and  may  be
worked  with.     Approaches  should  be  less  of  an  ''anatomical"
approach  which  is  working  to  improve  deficiencies,   such  as
appropriate  IQ  levels  and  sufficient  attention  span.
Homogeneous  Subgroupings  of  the  Retarded
Mentally  retarded  childl.en  constitute  a  heterogeneous
group.     To  work  with  them  it  has  also  been  necessary  to  divide
'them  into  subgroups  posseLssing  homogeneous  characteristics.
These  subgroupings  are  the  medical-biological  classification,
the  social-psychological  classification,  and  the  educational
classification.    The  E]m  is  within  the  educational  classifica-
tion.    The  rate  at  which  these  children  progress  through  school
is  comparable  to  the  previously  discussed  concept  of  ''mental
age,"  which  is  about  1/2  to  3/4  the  rate  of  the  average  child.
As  reported  by  psychologists,   by  the  end  of  the  EMRls  formal
school  career,  his  academic  achievement  will  probably  have
reached  the  second  to  sixth  grade  level  depending  upon  his
mental  maturation  and  his  special  abilities  (Kirk,1972c).
Reading
Introduction
Failure  in  reading  is  one  of  the  most  comlnon  points
of  detection  of ihatrretarded,  and  one  of  the  most  frequent
types  of  learning  disabilities  with  which  the  schoctl  system
is  concerned  (Kirk,1972c).     Educable  mentally  retarded
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children  have  learning  disabilities,  one  of which  is  reading.
If  the  child  carmot  read  sufficiently,  he  is  not  going  to  be
able  to  meet .the  other  requirements  of  a  school  curriculum.
All  children  are  exposed  to  a  reading  pl.ogram,   some
of which  begin  at  home,   some  in  kindergarden,   but  most  are
introduced  to  I.eading  upon  enter.ing  the  first  grade.    Kirk
did  research  with  mentally  retarded  children  and  reading.    He
states  that  reading  instruction  proceeds  upon  three  different
levels:     (i)  developmental,   (2)   corrective  reading,   (3)
remedial  reading   (Kil.k,1972c).
Emls  Instructional  Iievel
The  present  study  deals  with  the  EMR  who  is  classified
within  the  third  level,  remedial  reading.    Remedial  reading
programs  are  necessary  as  a  temporary  expedient  in  elementary
schools.     One  of  the  most  significant  aspects  of  modern
remedial  programs  is  attention  to  individuals  and  small  groups
(Witty,   FTeeland  and  Grotberg,1966).     There  must  be  an  effort
to  diagnose  carefully  the  varied  reading  levels  and  needs  of  the
pupils,  to  provide  useful  and  stimulating  materials,  and  to
offer  systematic  instruction  for  a  long  enough  period  to
assure  improvement.
Reading  of  a  remedial  nature  refers  to  the  procedures
used  with  children  whose  reading  skills  are  still  not
developed  after  exposure  to  developmental  reading  and  corrective
reading  (Kirk,1972).    EMR  children  have  special  abilities
within  themselves  that  require  remediation  before  the  child
will  learn  to  read.    These  are  said  to  have  learning
di sabilitie s .
Intellectual  Character.istics  of  Educable
Mentally  Retarded  Children
The  EItm  child  is  not  re,ady  menta.lly  for  reading,
writing  and  arithmetic  when  he  enters  school  at  the  age  of  six,
unless  he  possesses  special  abilities   (Kirk,1972).
Classification  of  children  on  the  basis  of  intelligence  scores
together  with  assigning  them  to  special  classes  leaves  little
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opportunity  for  intraindividual  differences.    Two  Eun.S  with
an  IQ  of  65  may  differ.  considerably  in  their  abilities  and
disabilities,  and  their  educational  needs  in  general.    Jensen
(1970)  studied  the  differences  between  what  he  termed  ''familial''
retardation  and  ''cultural"  retardation.    His  research  indicated
that  some  children  labeled  mentally  retarded  are  not  retarded
on  paired-associate  learning  and  digit  repetition.    These
special  abilities  should  be  taken  into  consideration  with  the
education  of  the  EMR.     Beery  (1969)  I.eported  that  these
children  usually  score  higher  on  the  performance  sections  of
intelligence  tests.    These  sections  include  tasks  such  as
picture  arrangement,  block  design,  picture  completion,  and
object  completion.
Word  Recognition
Of  immediate  inter.est  in  relation  to  the  EMR  and  his
reading  level  is  ''word  recognition".  and  the  reading  method
employed  to  teach  reading.     In  regard  to  word  recognition,   it
should  not  be  used  solely  as  an  instructional  method  of
teaching  reading.    It  is  only  am  integral  part  of  the  reading
process  and  is  used  in  some  form  in  every  reading  method.
Charles  a.  Walcutt  expressed  strong  views  against  ''wol.d
recognition''  as  a  reading  method  in  itself  in  his  book




E9gex95  as  did  Arther  S.   Trace  in  his  1'tThat  Ivan
££j=±=E][  Doesn't.6     In  these  publicaions  Walcutt
and  Trace  deplore  the  low  reading  a,ttainment  of  America.n
children  and  youth.     In  a  review  of  Walcutt's  book,   it  was
stated:
If  there  is  anything  guaranteed  to  rouse  the
fears  of  the  modern  parents,  it's  the  article  or
5Cha|'les  a.  Walcutt,
State  of  Reading  Instruction
andCoH5aHirlg6i   .
Pomorrow's  Illiterates  -The
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book  which  sweepingly  insists  that  American  children  are
growing  up  unable  to  read ..... Professor  Charles  C.  Walcutt
and  six  associates  estimate  that  three  out  of  four  young
Americans  are  not  reading  as  well  as  they  should  or  could.
Without  citing  any  statistical  sources  for  this,  Walcutt .....
::£::gt::s:i::#:£?70n  ''Word  recognition"  as  a  method  of
Professor  Walcott's  statements  have  some  validity  in
those  few  schools  who.rely  solely  on  word  recognition  techniques.
The  major.ity  of  children  are  taught  to  read  by  a  variety  of
methods  and  materials   (1'Jitty,   Freeland-,   and  Grotbel.g,1966).
As  noted  earlier,   the  EMR  child  has  failed  fl.om  previous
approaches  to  reading  and  so  therefore  his  word  recognition
abilities  are  low.    Word  recognition  is  an`integl.al  part  of  the
reading  process  in  the  beginning  stages  of  reading,  and  should
be  utilized  as  such.     Grotberg  (1966)  lists  the  exercises  help-
ful  in  promoting  word  recognition  to  aid  in  the  reading  process:
1-    The  length  of  words  should  be  noted.     For
example:     ''but"  is  short,   ''balloon"  is  long. .
2-    Differences  in  configuration  of  words  of  the
length  should  be  stressed.     The  words  "suddenly"
and  ''suitcase"  are  the  same  in  length.  begin
with  the  same  letter,  but  their  configurations
are  significantly  differ.ent.
Words  of  similar  length  and  form  may  be  compared
in  order  to  provide  practice  in  visual  dis-
crimination.     Iiists  of  words  may  be  selected
fl`om  the  children.s  text;books,,   placed  on  the
chalkboard  and  compared  for  appearance  and  for
meaning .
Attention  may  be  directed  to  the  difference  in
the  appearance  of  words  beginning  with  capita,1
and   small  letters.     Two  columns   of  word.s  ma`y  be
written  on  the  chalkboard  with  the  words,  not
capitalized  in  one  colurnn  and  capitalized  in  the
other  column  and  in  mixed  order.     The  children
may  then  be  asked  to  draw  lines  between  two  words
that  say  the  same  thingj
7Newsweek 58:90,    November.13,1961.
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Differences  should  be  observed  in  the  singular
and  plural  forms  of  words  written  on  the  chalk-
board,   as  "balloons."   "balloon,"   ''hat,"  a,ndl'hats , ''
Practice  may  be  given  in  recognizing  the  root
forms  of  words  to  which  ''ed"   or  "ing"  have
been  added.     The  derived  form  may  be  written
on  the  chalkboard  and  the  children  may  be  asked
to  make  another  word  by  erasing  part  of  it.     Or
the  basic  form  may  be  given  and  pupils  may  be
asked  to  build  new  words  by  a,dding  suffixed.
Exercises  to  foster  the  recognition  of  rhyming
jingles  or  in  lists  of  words  may  be  introduced.
8-    Attention  may  be  called  to  the  two  little  words
which  make  up  a,  compound  word  as  "sunshine,'''' sidewalk. ''
Word  I'ecognition  is  important  to  the  reading  process.
Thus  children  are  exposed  to  sight  words,   auditory  perception,
and  visual  perception  as  the  basis  for  future  word-analysis
programs  and  also  as  a  basis  for  particular  reading  methods  that
may  b6   employed.
One  of  the  most  specialized  aspects  of  teaching  reading
and  especially  teaching  the  meni;ally  retarded  to  read  is  the  choice
of  reading  methods  that  will  be  most  effective  in  helping  them
to  learn  to  read  and  to  improve  their  general  reading  abilities
(Jordan,1963).
Be_ad_i_pgLF£±ie ar ch  _ A¥±±±±E±±
A  review  of  the  literature  reveals  some  of  the  research
in  the  area  of  reading  and  the  educable  mentally  retarded  child
and  the  retarded  in  general.     Braem   (1931)   emphasized  the  phonic
method  with  a  group  of  retarded  children  in  a  state  residentia,1
institution  and  compared  their  progress  with  a  first-grade  group
in  which  the  sight-reading  method  was  emphasized.     The  sight-
reading  group  made  three  times  as  many  errors  and  took  three  times
as  long  to  read  the  Gray  Oral-Reading  Paragraphs  Test.
Kirk  (1933)   compared  the  kinesthetic  method  or  manual-
tracing  method  in  teaching  word  recognition  with  six  subjects  over
a  14-day  period.    He  found  no  significant  difference  in  favor  of
the  kinesthetic  method  in  the  retention  scores.
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Hegge   (1936)   reported  a  study  with  rm's  who  were  not
only mentally  retarded,  but  were  reading-disability  cases.
The  Hegge   (1936),   Kirk   (1936)   and  Kirk   (1936)   Remedial  Readings
Drills   (a  phonetic  method)  was  emphasized.     The  expel.imental    .
group  progressed  from  1.6  to  a  mean  grade  level  of  4.2  in  a
one-year-ten-month  period.    This  increase  in  reading  was  con-
sidered  above  that  expected  of  normal  children.     Ooleman  (1938)
and  Storey  (1936)  appl'ied  a  va±ied  remedial  program  to  retarded
children  who  were  below  mental  age  in  reading.     They  also  found
progressive  improvement  with  a  varied  method  with  emphasis  on
word  recognition.
Mclntyre   (1937)   and  french  (1950)   applied  systematic
phonic  instruction  to  older  retarded  children  who  were  signi-
ficantly  below  their  mental  ages  in  reading  achievement.    The
Progress  under  this  I.emedial  instruction  was  marked.
Results  cited  by  Kirk  (1940b)   demonstrate  that  slow  ``
learners  who  are  or  become  learning  disability  cases  profit
significantly  from  remedial  instruction.     In  a  group  of  10  -'. ..
institutional  children  with  a mean  chronological  age  of  12-9
and  mean  IQ  of  75,   and  averag`e  gain  of  1.2  grades  was  achieved
through  68  standard  lessons,   each  30  minutes  long,   over  a  period
of  five  months.     These  ca'ses  experienced  continued  progress  in
the  regular  classroom  at  a  rate  which  that  of  loo  institutional
children  who  had  received  no  I'emedial  instruction   (Bond,1957).
Brain-damaged  children  were  matched  with  non-brain-
damaged  institutionalized  childr.en  on  chronological  age,  mental
age,   and  IQ   (IQ's  =  40-70,   0.A.'s  =  7-13).     A  prescribed  educa-
tional  program  was  administered.     There  were  no  significant
differences  between  the  groups  on  I.eading  and  reading  readiness
(Vance;   1956).     Kirk  (1958d)   found  a  gain  in  IQ  for  culturally
deprived,  but  not  orgariic  mentally  retarded  children.    There
was  only  mild  improvement  in  the  children  whose  retardation  was
Organic.
Oapobianco  and  Miller  (1958)   conducted  a  study  using
exogenous  and  endogenous  institutiona,lized  children.     On  silent
reading  achievement,  word  discrimination,  word  recognition,   and
oral  reading,   the  exoger.ous  group  scored  higrt.er  than  the  endoge-
nous  group,  although  the  differences  were  not  statistically
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Significant.    No  significant  differences  were  found  on  the  19
error  types  (faulty vowels,  faulty  consonants,  reversal  error,
ommission  and  addition  of  sounds  or  words,   repetitions,  words
added  or  confused),   and  on  the  auditory  and  visual  per.ception
tests  no  significant  differences  were  found.
Ihacan  (1964)   compared  two  groups   (equated  on  sever.al
variables)  of  normal  first-graders,   one  of  1355  taught  by  the
phonetic-first  approach  of  reading  and  the  other  of  1405,   by
the  look-and-say  method.     At  the  end  of  grades  two  and  three,
all  differences  favored  the  experimental  group.    Major  differences
occurred  in  groups  of  average  and  above-average  ability.
Reseal'ch  by  Duncan  showed  a  preference  for  a  combination  of  the
phonic-first  method  and  the  traditional  basal  text.
Using  the  new  kinds  of materials  and  no  readiness  acti-
vities  prior  to.  begirming  reading  instruction,  Rudisill  (1964)
arranged  in  order  the  following  four  activities  for  teaching
through  the  primer  level:     (1)     children  learned  forms,  names,
and  sounds  of  letters  by  picture  cards;   (2)  learned  new  words
intl.oduced  by  illustrations;.  (3)     I.ead  and  responded  to  new
words  used  in  printed  sentence  \strips;   and  (4)  read  a  unit
from  a  book.     Those  in  the  experimenta,1  group  were  distinctly
superior  even  through  compared  with  norms  of  children  taught
for  longer  periods  of  time.    At  lea,st  1/2  the  children  with
mental  ages  of  4-.5  could  read  at  second  grade  level  or  higher;
all  childr'en  with  M.A.'s  of  6.5  or  above  were  reading  at  the
norm  for  their  grade  level  to  the  fourth  grade  level.
Balow  (1965)   followed  severely  retarded  reader.s  for
nine  to  thirty-six  months  after  intensive  summer  remediation.
He  found  that  the  group  of  pupils  that  had  no  further  remedial
instructions  made  no  further  gains.     Two  other  groups  that  were
given  far  less,  but  "supportive''  remediation,  progressed  at
approximately  757o  the  normal  rate.
Glenn  Doman  and  Carl  Delacato  recently  introduced  their
Doman-Delacato  Theory  and  Technique  of. Patterning  (Biehler,
1971).     The  ol.iginal  work  was  based  on  remedial  treatment  of
children  with  I.eading  problems,   particula,rly  those  who  lacked
domiliar-lee   of  One  hemisphere   of  the  br.air-I.     I.hey   ai-.gue   that  use
of  their  exercised  in  patterning  leads  to  gain  in  overall
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intelligence  in  all  types  of  children,  not  ohly  those  without
dominance   (Delacato,1966).     In  brain-danaged  children,   the
brain  patterns  of  these  children  can  be  recil.Culated  so  that
they  reach  average  or  above  average  intelligence  levels,  according
to  the  Institute  for  the  Achievement  of  Human  I'otential  (Biehler,
197, ) .
Delacato's  techniq.ue  involves  exercises  which  the  child
performs  with  the  physical  assistance  of  several  adults.    The
parents  are  required  to  spend  considerable  time  (up  to  12  hours
a  day)  with  the  child.
Rot>bins   (1966)   tested  the  hypothesis  that..the.-techaique
of  Doman  and  Delacato  was  of  sencondary  importance.     Using  an
experimental  group  which  was  given  training  in  the  Delacato
exercises  and  a  control  group  was  given  "sham''  exercises.     He
found  the  Delacato-trained  children  performed  no  better  than
control  children  (Robbins,1966).     It  is  quite. possible  that




Research  Setting  and  Sample
Oharac i eri st i c s
The  site  of  the  present  study  was  three  public  s.chools
from  a  small  school  distl.ict  located  within  northwestern  North
Carolina,   in  the  county  seat  of  Watauga,  County.     Two  schools
in  the  study,  Green  Valley  and  Hardin  Park,  Were  located  within
the  township  of  Boone.I    The  third  school,   I'arkway,  was  located
approximately  14  miles  outside  Boone  in  Deep  Gap,   North  Carolina.
Considel'ing  the  grade  span  from  kindergarten  to  grade
eight,  a  total  of  approximately  1,865  students  were  attending
the  three  schools  i'n  question.     The  number  of  special  education
students  attending  the  schools  at  the  time  of  the  present  inves-
tigation  wel.e  119,   of which  thirty-six  were  chosen  for  study.
The  students  who  participated  in  the  present  experiment
resided  in  areas  sul.rounding  the  town  of  Boone  which  included
Boone,   I)eep  Ga,p,   Blowing  Rock,   Meat  Camp,   Hot  Hollow,   I'erkensville,
Chapel  Hills,  Elk  CI.eek,   Stony  Point,   Brown  Chapel,   1.Jildcat,   Ban-
boo  and  Sugar  Grove.     These  communities  were  rural  areas  located
in  the  heart  of  the  Blue  Ridge  Mountains.     The  Boone  population
was  appl.oximately  8.754.
The  al`ea  of  Boone  was  first  settled  by  English-spealcing
hunters.    The  first  dwelling  in  Boone  was  a  hunting  cabin  built
in  1769  by  a  man  named  Benjamin  Howard.     The   cabin  stood  on  what
is  now  Appalachian  State  Universii;y.     Daniel  Boone  used  the  cabin
as  a  c?ntral  base  for  about  eight  years  until  he  crossed  the
"great  Appalachian  barrier"  and  moved  westward  into  Tennessee
and  Kentucky®     Some  English,   Scotch-Irish,   and  Germans  stayed
within  the  rugged  environment.     The  railroad  came  to  the  area
in  1899  and  good  easily  passed  roads  were  not  built  until  1940.
For  quite  some  time,   formal  education  was  available  only  after
Appalaohian   Room
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the  fall  crops  were  in  and  usually  lasted  until  time  to  plow.
Meat  obtained  by  the  hunters  was  stored  in  Meatcalnp.     The  area
was  comprised  of  small  rural  farms  and  the  families  made  their
living  from  the  land.     The  mountain  women  were  character.ized  by
their  excessive  conversation,  but  the  men  were  silent,  hence
the  ''strong  silent  tradition  in  the  mountain  men"  that  was
passed  dovm  to  subseq.uent  genel`ations  as  a  masculine  trait.
The  isolation  of  the  region,  a  mountainous  area  with  an  elevation
of  3,333  feet,   encouraged  and  interdependency  among  family
members.     For  accidents,   illness,   and  hardships,   they  had  to
turn  to  the.ir  family  members.because  the  distance  was  to  far
to  go  for  help.    This  mountain  tradition  still  remains  in  the
mountainous  regions  of  Appalach.ia..
With  the  al.rival  of  the  campus  of  Appalachian  State
University  in  1903,  more  families  of  university  staff  moved
into  the  area.    This  source  comprised  a  large  percentage  of
middle  and  upper  class  families  living  in  the  area.    The  region
has  a  few  large  land  owners  and  business  ouners.     The  Boone
area  is  at  present  a  resort  area with vel`y  little  industry
except  the  tourist  industry.    The  environmental  areas  from
which  the  subjects  came  were  of  low  socio-economic  status  and
a  gI`eater  percentage  of  them were  representatives  of  the  still
existent  ''mountain  folk"  whose  families  worked  fa,rms.  worked  in
lumber  camps,  and  some  tobacco,   dairy,   and  small  fa,ctory  work.
All  thirty-six  children  were  Caucasian  and  American
in  regard  to  their  nationalty.    For  the  most  part,  the  children
came  from  families  of  low  socio-economic  backgrounds  with  a
few  who  could  be  classified  as  lower  middle  class.     These
children  have  benefited  from  a  compensatory  educational  program
set  up  for  the  `'educationally  deprived"  which  is  Title  I  of  the
Elementary  and  Secondary  Education  Act.     The  educable  mentally
I`etarded  with  leal`ning  disabilities  received  individualized
assistance   from  ESEA.
The  educable  mentally  retarded  of  present  interest  were
also  characterized  by  notable  accents  to  their  speech  and  many
of  them  e:thibited  quite  noticeable  speech  problems.     Those  with
speech  prQblelns  1.rere  receiving  assistance  in  this  area.     Thll`Sg
the  target  population  were  60  EMR  children  in  Boone  and  su.r-
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rounding  environmental  regions.    The  children  were  classisfied
as  "m  and  were  representative  of  grades  one  through  eight.
F±om  the  population,   36  subjects  wel.e  chosen  by  way  of  their
meeting  the  IQ  range  of  50-80-for  EMR's   (Biehler,1971).
the  subject  pool  was  made  up  of  22  boys  and  14  girls.
All  36  Children  completed  the  experiment.    As  to  grade  levels
and  how  many  children  were  in  each  grade,   two  were  in  grade  1,
four  were  in  grade  2,  .three  in  grade  3,  nine  in  gI.ade  4,   two
were  in  grade  5,   five  were  in  gra.de  6,   four  in  grade  7,  and
six  were  in  grade  8.    q]he  childl.en  represented  three  schools  in
the  district.    Only  the  subjects  from  School  3  remained  in  a
special  education  class  for  the  entire  school  day.    The  children
from  School  1   and  School  1  met  special  education  classes  one  to
three  times  a  day.    The  present  study  required  obtaining  the
cooperation  of  four.classroom  special  education  teachers,   and
approximately  five  regular  classroom  teachers  to  consent  to
incorporate  the  two  experimental  reading  methods  into  their
activitie s .
The  mean  individual  intelligence  test  score  on  the
Wechsler  Intelligence  Scale  for  Children  (i,`JISC)  for  the  subjects
was  66.8,  with  a  standard  deviation  of  10.0.
Pests  and  Materials
The  preceding  chapter  discussed  the  literature  and
I.esearch  available  in  the  area  of  retarded  children.    More
emphasis  seems  to. have  been  I)laced  on  improvement  and  not  on
how  that  improvement  came  to  be.     Emphasis  was  not  focused  on
subtest  performance  on  an  intelligence  scale  such  as  the  WISC,
and  its  relation  to  the  reading  process.
The  1\'ISC  was  chosen  because  of  the  greater  diversity  and
range  of  tasks  within  the  various  subtests.    The  skill,  from
which  the  sut)tests  are  constructed  to  test  in  the  individual,
is  Clear  and  can  be  easily  identified.     The  WISC  provided  a
Verbal  and  Performance  breakdown  of  subtests  and  IQ.     The
test  was  standardized  which  was  an  asset  in  regard  to  time.
Actual  test  administration  requil.ed  approximately  one  hour
per  child.
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the  present  study  contained  one  repeated  measure,  the
Slosson  Oral  Reading  Test   (SORT).     The   SORT  was  utilized  to
obtain  a  pre-test  grade  level  before  the  experimental  reading
methods  and  the  control  method  began.     A  post-test  measure  was
obtained  with  the  SORT  a;fter  treatment  to  measure  changes  in
reading  proficiency  and  the  test  itself was  not  concerned  with
comprehension  Scores.     Appendix  0  contains  a  complete  copy  of
the  SORT  with  an  accoripanying  page  of  instructions  that  was
administered  to  each  subject.     Scores  were  reported  in  whole
grade  levels  and  months  of  credit,   such  as  3.4  was  grade  3,
four  months.
The  Traditional  +  Visual-Auditory-Kinesthetic  method  (VAK)
of  teaching  reading  required  the  use' of  letters  that  the  children
could  trace.     Iiettel`s  were  made  with  sand  paper  and  mounted
onto  construction  paper.    Three  sets  of  sand  letters  were  made,
one  for  each  school.   ` Extra  voi./els  and  consonants  were  also  made
to  facilitate  words  which  required  double  letters.
Procedure
Principals  and  teachers  of  the  three. schools  were  con-
tacted  and  permission  to  work  with  their  respective  special
education  class  was  secured.     The  four  teachers  involved  were
met  with  individua,1ly  to  explain  the  basic  design  of  the  study
and  just  exactly  what  the  examiner  would  be  looking  for.     It
was  explained  that  the  1'JISC  would  be  the  instrument  used  to
determine  full  scale  IQls.    The  examiner  planned  to  test  all
the  respective  teacherls  children  in  her  special  education
class  to  determine  if  their  intelligence  quotient  fell  within
the  span  of  50-80.     All  those  children  whose  IQ's  were  within
the  designated  range  were  employed  in  the  study.     I'ermission
from  par.ents  had  already  been  obtained  for  psychologicals  for
previous  activities  in  the  school.
The  sample  construction  began  at  School  1.     Several
students  were  tested  and  found  not  to  meet  the  IQ  requirements.
Sixty  subjects  from  the  three  schools  were  tested  with  the
WISC  before  thirty-six  were  identified  for  study.    As  the
final  preliminary  testing  neared  an  end  at  School  1,   the  steps
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to  each  of. the  experimental  reading  methods  were  discussed  in
length  with  the  teacher.    The  steps  for  each  reading  method  were
outlined  and  she  was  provided  a,  copy  form  which  she  was  not  to
deviate.     The  teacher  was  instructed  to  admiriister  the  SORT  as
a  pre-test  measure  before  she  began  hell  .three  reading  methods.
After  the  pre-test  scores  were  obtained  and  recorded
on  cards,   the  Ss  from  School  1  `were  randomly  assigned.to  groups
by  giving  each  subject.  a  number  from  a  table  of  random  numbers.
The  teacher  was  advised  to  show  no  favoritism  to  any  one  student
so  that  experimental  bias  effect  would  be  eliminated  a.s  much
as  possible.     The  students  under  each  group  were  to  work  under
the  reading  method  they  i`rere  assigned  t'o  for  thirty  minutes
each  day.
The  teacher  did  not  deviate  from  allowing.the  children
to  continue  along  with  the  same  reading  materials,   since  I.eading
materials. and  workbooks  across  the  three  schools  were  quite
similar.    Many  of  the  children  could  not  read  at  all.    Materials
utilized  with  them  were  limited  whereby  effol.ts  toward  reading
single  words  were  dire.cted ..toward  early  stages  of  word  recogni-
tion.     I.he  methods  at  School  1  were  run  for  a  25-day  period.
The  teacher  was  instructed  to  allow  for  a  3-day  forgetting  curve
and  then  administer  the. SORT  to  obtain  a  post-test  measure  on
changes  in  reading  proficiency.
Ithile  the  reading  methods  were  in  operation  at  School  1,
preliminary  IQ  testing  was  begun  at  School  2.     The  same  pro-
cedure  mentioned  previously  for  School  1  was  also  followed  for
School  2  and  School  3.     All  teachers  were  provided  a  xeroxed
copy  of  the  WISC  sheets  and  scores  were  explained  and  were  agreed
to  be  held  confidential.     As  noted  previously,   the  reading
methods  ran  for  25-day  periods  at  School  1   and  School  2,   where-
by  School  3  worked  with  their  children  for  only  a  lo-day  period.
This  was  due  to  inclement  weather,   sic]mess  with  the  children,
and  the  experiment  itself  running  out  of  time.     The  method  of
statistical  analysis  employed  with  the  data  allowed  for  this
difference  in  the  number  of  days  the  methods  were  in  effect,
as  well  as  the  amount  of  reading  exposure  across  Ss  before  the
experiment  began,   sex  differences,   tea,cher  personalities,
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differences  in  educational  processes,  and  age  differences.
Testing  sessions .with  the  children  to  obtain  the  WISC
scores  were  made  to  coincide  with  the  day's  activities.    Testing
plans  were  tentatively  set  one  day  ahead,  but  these  were  often
changed  because  of  sickness  or  involvement  in  activities  in  the
school.    No  childl.en were  tested  during  their  respective  phy-
sical  education  periods  or  lunch  periods.    All  the  WISC  results
were  obtained  in  the  e.arly  morning  hours  when  the  children  had
not  become  involved  in  the  dayls  activities.    Small  increments
of  time  were  spent  in  getting  to  ]mow  the  Ss  and  establishing
rapport  before  they  were  subjected  to  testing.
Ihree  to  four  psychologicals  wel`e  obtained  each  day  with
each  testing  period  1`asting  approximately  an  hour  and  a  half .
The  WISC  scores  were  begun  in  September  and  were  completed  in
raid  November.     Because  of  the  time  taken  to  establish  rapport,
the  weather  and  absences,  the  preliminary  IQ  testing  extended
over  a  6-week  period.
Final  tally  of  Ss  across  the  three  schools  revealed
thirty-six  children  who  fell  within  the  50-80  IQ  I.ange.    Ss
were  evenly  divided  among  the  schools  with  the  final  methods
showing  twelve  children  in  each  group  or  reading  method.
Because  the  two  experimental  methods  and  the  control  method  were
employed  at  each  school,   each  .of  the  reading  methods  contained
thl'ee  to  four  children  from  each  school.
As  pre-test  and  post-test  scores  were  obtained,   the  data
was  recorded  on  cards  along  with  the  Ssl   IQ,   grade  in  school,
and  the  number  as  i;o  where  he  was  across  the  methods.     This
was  recorded  as  such  to  aid  in` ea.sy  location  of  a  particular
subject  and  to  maintain  the  data  in  one  particular  place.    Iiater,
schools,   Ss,   IQ's,  pre-test  and  post-test  scores  and  various
other  information  was  I.ecorded  on  a  Fortran  sheet  for  key
punching  cards  for  the  computer  analysis.
Anal sis  of  Data
The  study  concentrated  on  an  examination  of  the  effects
6f  reading  method  on  word  recognition  scores  in  the  EMR  population
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identified.    Also  of  interest  was  the  relation  between  changes
in  reading  proficiency  or. word  recognition  scores  related  to
subtests  of  the  WISC  and  other  subsequent  WISC  information.
As  was  discussed  earlier,  word  recognition  consists  of
two  basic  elements,  word  identification  and  wol.d  interpretation.
A  significant  factor  in word  recognition  is  that  of  readability,
the  level  of  difficulty  of  the  printed.matel.ial.    Word  i.dentifii
cation  is  the  differentiation  of  one  symbol  from  another.,   such
as  if  a  child  sees  the  word  "hat,"  he  refers  to  it  as  ''hat."
As  soon  as  the  correct  identification  occurs,   the  correct  in-
ter.pretation  of  the  symbol  occurs.     The  child  may  remember  a  hat
that  he  has  seen.     Of  ilnmediate  interest  to  this  study  was  the
effectiveness  of  two  expel.imental  reading  methods  on  word  recog-
nition  scores  of  the  Epm  population  chosen.
An  outline  of  the  experimental  design  employed  for  the
study  is  offered  in  Table  1.     The  analysis  of  data  was  by  a
covariance  ana.1ysis  of  a  randomized  groups  design  with  one  re-
peated  measure,   as  was  demonstra,ted  by  Allen  Ii.   Edwards   (1962).
In  the  analysis  of  covariance,  there  were  two  observations  for
e'ach  of  the  36  subjects,   a  pre-test  and  a  post-`test.     Phe'`pre-
test  score  obtained  on  the  SORT  was  the  supplementary  measure
and  was  held  constant,  whereby  the  post-test  was  the  response.
As  designated,   the  SORT  was  administered  prior  to  the  treatments
so  that  the  pre-test  scores  were  not  influenced  by  the  treatments.
The  post-test  results  and  the  differences  between  their  means
and  standard  deviations  for  the  various  treatments  were  of major
\
interest.     Covariance  analyses  were  computed  for  the  subsequent
information  of  the  WISC   (IQ's  and  subtest  scores).     The  I.esponse
was  post-test  SORT  score,   and  the  covariable  was  the  respective
WISC  information  (Full  Scale  IQ,   Verbal  IQ,   Performance  IQ,   etc.).
A  Basic  Aflalysis  of  Variance  was  computed  to  determine  the
differences  among  reading  methods.     `The  response  was  again  the
post-test  SORT  score  and  the  covariable  was  pre-test  score.
Additional  contrasts  and  analyses  which  can  be  made  from  such




The  analization  of  data was  facilitated  through  the
Computer  Center.,   Department  of  Mathematics,   Appalachian  State
University,   Bo6ne,  North  Carolina.     The  program  directed  the
computations  of  variances  between  all  post-test  means  of  the
three  methods  employed,   and  directed  the  covariance  analyses
between  the  subject's  responses  on  the  post-test  measure,   the
WISC  breakdown  of  IQ's.,   and  the  subsequent  subtest  relationships.
The  computer  analysis  also  provided  means  and  standard
deviations  for  all  three  treatment  methods,   for  the  WISC  subtests
and  IQ's   (Full  Scale,   Verbal}   and  Performance),   and  for  schools.
The  Basic  Analysis  of  Variance  allowed  for  holding  pre-test
scores  constant,   and  determined  any  differences  among  the  three
methods.     Covariance  analyses  checked  for  differences  in  schools,
grade  levels,   ages,   sex,   and  the  amount  of  exposure  to  the
reading  process.
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Pable   1
Outline  of  the  Experimental  Design
in  the  Analysis  of  Data
Treatment  Groups
i+X  and  Y  represent  the  pre-test  and  post-test  measures,
respectively.     The  numbering  1-12  indicates  the  number  of




The  following  chapter  presents  the  data  directly  related
to  the  research  hypotheses  designated  in  chapter  two.     As
discussed  in  the  preceding  chapter,   the  procedures  followed  in
this  study  jtrovided  ari  opportunity  to  gather  supplementary  data
concerning  the  WISC  and  its  subtests  and  cha,racteristics  of  the
sill)Sect  pool  itself .    This  data  is  of value  in  understanding  the
information  under  analysis,  the  subjects  who  participated,   and
the  subsequent  supplementary  data  obtained  during  the  process
of  the  experiment.    The  data  can  also  be  helpful  to  future  re-
search  in  this  area  and  to  theories  and  practice  within  the
schools.
In  regard  to  this  large  amount  of  dal;a,   the  specific
data will  be  presented  here  in  this  chapter  which  pertains  to
the  present  hypotheses  designated  in  chapter  two.    All  supple-
mentary  data  will  be  presented  for  note  in  the  appendices,  at
the  end  of  the  study.
Ba,sic  Analvsis  of  Variance  for
Readin I,Iethods
The  review  of  the  theoretical  and  research  studies  in
chapter  two  demonstrated  various  reading  methods  and  their
effectiveness  with  retarded  children  learning  to  read.    I'.Jord
recognition  was  recognized  by  Kirk  (1972)  to  be  of  significant
value  to  reading  method.    With  the  kinesthetic  method  over  a
14-day  period,  he  found  no  significant  difference  in  word  recog-
nition  scores.    The  first  hypothesis  in  this  study  considered
the  variance  between  two  experimental  methods  of  teaching  reading
(Traditioli.al  +  Fernald  and  Traditional  +  VAK)  and  the  Traditional
method  of  teaching  reading  ("look-and-say").     As  was  discussed
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in  chapter  two,   School  1  and  School  2  ran  their  methods  for
25  days  and  then  allowed  for  a  3-day  forgetting  curve,  whereby
School  3  ran  their  methods  for  10  days  and  allowed  for  the  3-
day  forgetting  curve.
As  was  predicted  in  Hypothesis  1,  no  significant  dif-
ference  was  found  between  reading  methods.     A  Basic  Analysis
of  Variance   (ANOVA)   is  preseni;ed  in  Table  2.     The  F  value  of
1.0937  was  an  insignificant  value  at  the  .01  level  of  signi-
ficance.    The  data  then  supports  the  null  hypothesis.
Treatment  means  and  standard  deviations  are  presented
in  Appendix  A.    These  statistical  I.epresentations  are  close
in  value  which  results  in  the  low  F value.    The  Traditional
Method  (Reading  Method  2)     presented  the  higher  mean  post-
test  score  and  standard  devia,tion.    The  variance  an.alysis
reported  that  across  the  tl.eatments,  the  Traditional  Method
obtained  higher  post-test  scores.
Breaking  the  ANOVA  table  down  further,   as  presented
in  Appendix  8,   School  2  preser}ted  the  higher  mean  and  standard
deviation  for  the  Traditional  +  Fernald  technique.
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In  addition  to  the  hypothesis  concerning  the  reading
methods  themselves,   this  investigation  examined  the  interde-
pendence  of  pre-test  grade  levels  and  the  response  on  the  post-
test  reading  trea.tment.     It  was  hypothesized  that  pre-test
grade  levels  would  not  have  an  influence  on  the  response  on
the  post-test.
Hypothesis  2  stated  that  there  would  be  no  significant
positive  relationship  between.the  two  repeated  measures.     A
covariance  analysis  was  computed  to  reveal  the  relationship
between  the  pl`e-test  response  and  the  post-test  response
after  treatment.    Table  3  presents  the  covariance  analysis
which  shows  a  computed  F  of  159.675  which  was  significarlt
at   .01   level.    The  null  hypothesis  was  rejected.     Pre-test
grade  levels  of  the  Ss  were  of  importance  to  response  on




Basic  ANOVA  for  Reading  Methods




18.168              9.084           1.0937
33                  274.083             8.336










228.325              228.325                 159.675*
45.757                   1.429
274.083
#significant  at  the  .01  level
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The  estimate  of  the  overall  regression  co-efficient
iris  1.39255.     The  study  represented  a  pa.ired  observation
(pre-test  and  post-test).     The  Ss  were  given  the  SORT  before
and  after  the  reading  treatment  which  constitued  the  paired
observations.     Changing  the  regression  co-efficient  becomes
.28830owith  32  df.    The  cl.itical  value  for  the  co-efficient
at  the   .01   level  of  significance  wa,s  .3978  and  at  the   .05
level  it  was .2876.     The. obtained   .288   was  significant at  the  .051evel.
In  Appendix  C,   further  analysis  of  the  covr-riance
table  reveals  and  F=  180.902    for  the  Traditiona,1  .t!. 'Fernald
technique.    The  value  was  significant  at  the  .01   level.
The  TI.aditional  method  and  the  Ira.ditiona].  +  VAK  r±ading
riethod  also  present i,signifieant  `F'`values .-.,  `Pre-test  scores
seemed  to  t`e  of  more  importance  in  Method  1   (Fernald
technique),   a,s  to  how  the  subject  would  perform  on  the
post-test.     The  Traditional  +  VAK  method  also  exhibited
this  6bservation,  although  the  pre-test  levels  wel`e  not
as  important  as  they  were  for  the  Fernald  technique.    The
experimental  methods  were  representing  the  higher  F values
and  pre-test  level  was  of  more  importance  to  how  the  Ss
performed  on  the  post-test  measure  after  treatment.
Appendix  D  illustrates  the  analysis  of  covariance
between  regression.     The  F  value  was  insignificant  which
revealed  that  the  regression  lines  were  the  same  slope,  and
that  they  were  homogeneous  with  respect  to  the  covariable.
The  Ss  were  in  fact  randomly  assigned  to  groups.     Appendix
E  represents  the  regression  lines  for  each  method  of  teaching
reading  with  pre-test  and  post-test  results  plotted  on  the
X  and  Y  ares.
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As  revie\.red  in  chapter  two,   previous  research  studies
were  not  concerned  with  the  IQ  levels  and  their  composite
parts,  their  relation  to  post-test  results  across  methods,
and  to  the  reading  process  itself.     Hypothesis  3  considered
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the  interrelationships  of  the  subject's  numerical  IQls  and
their  subsequent  breakdowns  to  post-test  results  under  each
reading  method.     The  null  hypothesis  was  supported.     There
were  no  significant  differences  between  the  two  experimental
groups  and  the  control  group  in  relation  to  the  WISC  -  Full
Scale  IQ.    Table  4  outlines  the  covariance  analysis  for.the
full  Scale  IQ  between  regression.
Appendix  F  out.lines  the  covariamce  analysis  for  overall
regression.    Full  Scale  IQ  wa,s  of  no  significant  influence
acl.oss  treatments.     Appendix  G  and  H  represent  the  covariance
tables  for  the  two  components  of  the  IQ  scores  for  the  subjects
(Verbal  and  I'erformance).
The  product  moment  corl.elation  coefficient  was   .144
which  was  an  insignificant  value.    There  was  a  low  corl`elation
between  WISC  -IQ's  and  post-test  performance  on  the  SORT  after
reading  treatment.
gffi_ffi:_=:===:=±¥post_test
The  general  null  hypothesis  4  was  supported  at  both
the  designated  levels  of  significance.    According  to  the  data
obtained  for  the  EMR  population,   specific  WISC    subtests  were
not  correlated  with  the  reading  process  or  changes  in  reading
proficiency.    Although  the  subtests  in  question  in  the  present
study  were  not  significant  at  the   .01  level,   one  sul)test  was
signifi.cant  at  the   .05  level.     It  should  be  noted  which  subtests
had  F values  close  to  significance  and  those  basic  skills  could
be  utilized  to  enhance  reading  proficiency  in  these  target
populat i ons .
Covariance  Ana,1ysis  of  subtest  breakdoiun  revealed  an  F
value  of  6.950  for  the  WISC  -  Coding  subtest.     The  value  was
insignificant  at  the  .01  level,  but  wa,s  significant  at  the  .05
level.     Table  5  outlines  the  analysis  and  presents  the  computed
vari-ances.     Ooding  scores  that  the  subjects  received  across  the
three  groups  had  no  significant  influence  on  the  response  on  the
SORT  after  treatment.     Coding  was  close  to  significa.nee  to
significance  for  the  .01  level.
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Table  4
Covariance  Analysis  Between  Ijevel  of  Intellectual
Functioning  and  Post-test  Response





1                       5.548              5.54.8        0.938
2                    15.810              7.905
30                252.723             8.424
33               274.083
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Table  5
Covariance  Analysis  of  WISC  -  Coding  Subtest
and  Post-test  Word  Recognition  Scores




1                  48.107               48.907             6.950*#
32                 225.175                   7.036
35               274.083
#*significant  at  the  .05  level
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The  Coding  subtest  involved  pairing  and  reproducing
symbols  with  digits,  using  the  numbers  as  stimuli.     Coding
utilizes  the  individual.s  ability  for  I'apid  learning  and  copying
of  new  symbols,  and  it  also  reflects  visual  imagery  and  visual-
motor  skills.    The  subject  must  have  been  able  to  discriminate
between  essential  and  non-essential  detail.    The  corl`elation
coefficient  for  this  particular  covariable  was  .4422.      The
cri.tica,1  value  of  the .correlation  coefficient  with  30  df was
.296  and  for  35  df,   it  was   .275.     The  interpolated  value  becomes
.2876,  which  reveals  the   .4422  a  significant  va|uei   (at   the  .01 level).
Hypothesis  4b  was  also  confirmed.     Table  6  outlines
the  covariance  analysis  for  the  Vocabulary  subtest.    The  obtained
F  of  1.829  was  an  insignificant  value  at  the   .01   level.   of
significance.    The  overall  correlation  coefficient  was  .2441
which  was  also  insignificant.     Caution  should  be  exercised  here
in  predicting  post-test  word  recognition  scores  and  in  relating
the  WISC    subtests  to  the  reading  process.     The  Vocabulary
subtest  is  a measure  of  a  childls  facility  in  using  words
correctly,  language  development  and  concept  formation.     The
c.hild  gives  definitions  to  words.     In  this  EMR  population,   the
children had  difficulty  in  giving  a meaning  for  the  particular
wol.d,  although  they  recognized  it  as  having  seen  it  before.
There  is  marked  difference  between  word  recognition  and  word
definition  (Witty,   Ereeland,   and  G.rotberg,1966).
lementar Results  from  the  WISC
As  was  related  in  chpater  two,   the  procedure  followed
allowed  the  gathering  of  supplementary  data.    The  entire  WISC
was  administered  to  each  child  which  afforded  large  amounts
of  information  regarding  the  childrenls  perforlnance.
The  Digit  Span  subtest  of  the  WISC  Droved  to  be  a  non-
significant  factor.  although  it  represented an  F  value  of  approxi-
mately  half  that  of  the  Coding  subtest.    Appendix  I  outlines
the  overall  I.egression  and  covariance  analysis.    Although  the
F value  was  insignificant  (p      7.50  at  the   .011evel),   Digit
Span  seems  to  be   of  some   Significance   or  ir`.fli.].eri_ce.     These
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Table  6
Coval.lance  Between  Vocabulary  Subtest  and
Post-test  Word  Recognition  Scores




14.826                14.826                 1.829
32                     259.257                     1.101
33                  274.083
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skills  involved  here  are  the  child's  ability  to  cincentrate  and
attend  to  a  specific  task.    It  also  utilized  immediate  memory
span  for  digits  and  auditory  imagery.    These  same  abilities  are
utilized  in  the  reading  process  whereby  attention  and  recall
are  very  important.
Of  present  interest  also  was  Similarities  which  is  out-
lined  in  Appendix  J.    This  particular  subtest  is  interesting  to
note.     The  F  value  of  2.812  was  insignificant  at  the   .01   level.
This  subtest  utilizes  logica.1  and  abstract  thinking.    The
ability  to  I.ecognize  relationships  between  objects  and  ideas
is  important.    The  skills  required  to  score  average  and  above
are  those  such  a,s  grouping  things  to  facilitate  ease  and  speed
in  learning.
Appendix  K  lists  the  remaining  subtests  and  their  corre-
sponding  F  values.    These  values  were  also  insignificant.    Post-
test  performance  on  the  word  recognition  task  could  not  be
predicted  from  preliminary  results  seen  on  these  subtests.    This
particular  population  was  not  affected,  in  regard  to  the  post-test
response,  by  these  insignificant  covariables.
Reliabilit of  the  Slosson  Oral
Read Test
The   SORT,   developed`by  Richa,rd  L.   Slosson   (1963)   is
given  indiv`idually  and  requires  approximately  thl.ee  minutes
to  administer.     The  words  were  taken  from  standardized  school
readers  and  Reading  Iievel  obtained`from  the  test  represents
median  or  standardized  school  achievement.     A ,`correlation  of
.96  of variability  on  a  group  of  108  children  from  first  grade
through  high  school  was obtained  with  the  Standa.rdi7,ed  Oral
E£±dLip_gjg=±g=gp]±S  by  Williaml S.   Gray.     I?he  Gray  mean  and  stan-
dard  deviation  was  5.0  and  2.0,   respectively.     The  SORT  mean
is  5.0  with  a  standard  deviation  of  2.3.
The  reliability  of  the  SORT  with  a  test-retest  interval
of  one  week  presents  a  coefficierit  of   .99.     The  SORT  cam  be
used  to  measure  a  childls  progress  in  reading  and  can  be  highly
motivating  for  the  child  (Slosson,1965).     It. facilitates
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immediate  reinforcement  for  performance  and  helps  the  child
to  realize  how  he  is  progressing  in  the  process  of  word  recog-
nition  and  reading.     An  example  of  the  SORT  is  located  in
Appendix  0  and  Appendix  P  illustrates  the  table  of  grade-level
equivalents  of  raw  scores.
Reliabilit of  the  WISC
The  Wechsler  Intelligence  Scale  for  Children  (WISC)
has  a  mean  of  loo  and  a  standard  deviation  of  15.     The  test
requires  about  one  hour  to  administer  and  is  given  individually.
The  WISC  is  a  reliable  intelligence  scale  developed  by  Wechsler
and  is  given  only  by  an  individual  trained  in  administering  the
instrument.     The  instrument  yields  a  Verbal  IQ  and  a  Performa.nee
IQ.    The  trained  examiner  can  identify  learning  disabilities,
psychomotor  speed  variances,   sight  and  motor  problems,   and  various
other  skills  and  disabilities.
Intell±f{enc e  and  tb.e  Read Process  for
_t_he  ___E_du_cable    i..'IcnL-a].11.T_   Bet;e=r_c_.I_e=q=
As  discussed  previously,   intelligence  seemed  to  ha,ve  no
significant  influence  on  post-test  results  on  the  SORT.    These
children  were  from  rural  mountain  areas.  many  of  them  were  of
them  outlying  from  Boone.    Many  were  ''socially"  retarded,   and
there  were  a  large  percentage  of  advanced  speech  problems.     This
factor  could  have  been  of  influence  here  in  this  study.     Some
of  the  individual  subjects  appeared  to  be  affected  by  emotiona,i
problems.    These  factors  could  have  been  influential.
Of  more  importance  was  the  wide  IQ  span  of  50-80.     These
al`e  arbitrary  cut-offs  which  introduce  another  aspect.    The
closer  to  80  the  individual  IQ,   the  closer  to  normal  range  the
child  is,  and  he  then  has  the  basic  skills  to  carl`y  on  average
wol.k.     As  the  IQ  nears  50,   the  child  is  much  like  a  trainable
mentally  retarded  individual  where  reading  is  much  harder  to
teach  and  for  the  individual  to  learn.    As  far  as  the  specific
reading  methods  of  the  present  study,   intelligence  was  of  no
influence  on  how  the  children  performed  on  the  post-test.     The
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two  experimental  methods  employed  and  the  control  method  were
followed  step-by-step  by  the  teacher.    The  techniques  of  experi-
mental  interest  were  more  or  less  a  kinesthetic  approach  whereby
the  child.ren  manually  worked  with  words  and  made  use  of  their
bodies  in  the  carrhing  out  of  the  methods.    The  children  were
not  forced  to  depend  on  their  own  intellectual  capacity  to  employ
the  methods.    The'teachgrs  were  approaching  them  from  visual,
auditory,  and  kinesthe.tic  techniques  and  less  of  an  abstract
method.
Basic  Skills  of  the  WISC  and  Changes
The  Wechsler  Intelligence  Scale  for  Children  has  been
used  to  classify  children  for  special  classes.    As  has  been
discussed  in  the  results  of  the  covariance  analysis  of  the
data,  specific  subtests  and  the  skills  they  require  are  of
relation  to  those  skills  necessary  in  learning  to  read.
A  child  must  be  able  to  concentrate  and  attend  to  a
specific  task.    He  must  have  the  ability  to  learn  rapidly.    The
child  also  should  be  able  to  visually  imagine  words  or  ideas
and  his  visual-motor  coordination  should  be  such  tha,i  he  could
employ  the  steps  of  the  experimental  methods  which  often  involved
tracing  letters  and  reading  words  form  cards  after  he  had  written
them  on  paper.
Important  also  in  learning  to  increase  skills  in word
recognition  in  EIVR  children  was  the  ability  of  the  child  to  group
things  and  ideas  to  facilitate  ease  in  learning.    The  ability
to  discriminate  essentia.i  from  non-essential  detail  was  also
very  important  in  this  population  across  the  methods.     Some
of  the  children  in  the  present  study  exhibitied  poor  coordination
and  the  inability  to  attend  to  a  specific  task while  other
events.were  going  on  al.ound  them.     For  the  most  pa,I't,   they  were
very  distracta,ble..  and  the  short-term  memory  for  this` poptllation
was  pool'.     Language  development  was  also  a  deficit  in  this
population  which  resulted  in  low  Vocabulary  subtest  scores  on
the  WISC.     This  was  a,lso  related  to  previously  mentioned  speech
problems.
Chapter  V
DlscussloN,   cONcl,usloNs,   A]ro
.     RECO]i'RENDATI0NS
Impol.tance  of  the  Study
Phis  chapter  considers  several  important  aspects  of
the  present  investigation.    The  statistical  results  discussed
in  the  previous  chapter  were  in  support  of  earlier  research
findings  which  stated  that  remedia,1  reading  in  general  is
effective  with  all  children,  retarded  and  normal  (Balow,   1965
and  Kirk,1940).     In  addition,   by  discerning  the  covaria.nee
analysis  across  the  treatments  between  the  subjectls  pre-test
and  post-test  grade  levels,  it  was  possible  to  discover  the
extent  of  the  relationship  between  pre-test  and  post-test
results.    Mol.eover,   the  opportunity  was  present  to  ascertain
the  I.elative  importance  of  the .level  of  intellectual  functioning
with  these  EMR  childl.en  on  their  performance  in  the  reading
process  under  certain  reading  methods.    Thus,   support  for  the
''functional"  approach  was  developed  which  states  that  one  should
capitalize  upon  what  is  present,   and  avoid  a  more  "anatomical''
approach  which  capitalizes  upon  what  is  not  present,   such  as
appropriate  IQ  levels  and  sufficient  attention  span.
Except  for  two  children,   the  remaining  subjects  made
improvement.     An  additional  important  factor  of  the  present  study
was  the  covariance  analysis  between  response  on  the  post-test
of  the  SORT  and  specific  subtests  of  the  WISC.     The  subtests
most  closely  correlated  with  the  reading  process  wel`e  integral"
parts  of  the  Verbal  section  of  the  WIS0  and  one  subtest  was
in  the  Performance  section.     Specific  skills  utilized  in  the
WISC  could  be  strengthened  in  the  children  by  developing  tasks.
that  concentrated  solely  on  that  set  of  skills  such  as,  tasks
developed  in  the  form  of  a  game  which  would  concentrate  on
irmediate  memory  span,   long-term  memory,   and  auditory  imagery.
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Interrela.tionshiDs  Between Reading  Methods and
s   in   i,..t'.ord.   Rec tion  Scores
The  basic  analysis  of variance  revealed  no  significant
differ.ence  between  the  two  experimental  reading  me`thods  and  the
control  method.     Subjects  under  all  methods  made  improvement.
Appendix  8  shows  a  breakdown  of  the  Basic  ANOVA  table  which
shows  School  2  under  the  Fernald  technique.     School  2  also
presented  the  lowest  in.Can  and  standard  deviation  for  the  VAK
method.     From  observations  made  during  the  screening  of  these
students  and  in  explaining  the  steps  of  each  reading  method  to
the  teachsrs,  teacher  personality,  her  mode  of  response  and
how  the  children  respond  to  her  could  account  for  the  higher
mean  score.
In  addition,  professional  individuals  possessed  their
partialities  to  one  oi  the  three  methods.    Future  research
could  be  arranged  such  that  one  method  would  be  assigned  to
each  school  or.the  teach.er  would  be  allowed  to  choose  the  method.
The  study  could  also  be  repeated  with  a  lal.ger  N.     The  design
could  be  repeated  again  with  the  larger  number  within  each
group  or  I.eading  method  and  the  treatments  could  be  run  within
one  school  in  order  to  control  for  the  educational  process  that
differs  among  schools.
Relat i on sh i s  Between  Pre-test  and  Post-test
Pre-test;  grade  level  in  regard  to  word  recognition
was  a  significant  factor  in  post-test  performance  in  these
Era  children.     Appendix  Ij  outlines  the  pre-test  means  by  schools.
Again,   as  discussed  previously,   School  2  presented  the  higher
pre-test  mean  score.     Appendix  M  illustrates  the  pl'e-test  means
and  specifically  under  which  method  they  I.andomly  fell.     The
higher  pre-test  mean  under  methods  was  for  Method  2,.  the  Tra-
ditional  Method  \i/hich  was  the  control  group.
Appendix  N  outlines  the  pre-test  and  post-test  results
with  improvement  scores  for  each  subject  and  also  the  children
in  each  method  or  treatment  al.e  ranked  according  to  higher
to  lower  scores  that  were  obtained.     The  improvement  scores  for
the  EMR  children  who  received  the  Ferna.1d  treatment  I.anged  from
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.0  (not  being  able  to  read  at  all)  to  grade  2,   second  month.
Those  for  the  Traditional  ("look-and-say")  ranged  fl.om  .0  to
grade  7,   first  month,   and  those  for  the  VAK  method  ranged  from
.1   (first  month)   to  2.9,  grade  2  and  the  nineth  month.
Those  subjects  who  were  very  low  on  their  pre-test
grade  levels  make  very  little  improvement.    Those  students
who  were  middle  range  in  their  pre-test  grade  levels  made  marked
improvement.    The  chil'dren  who  had  high  pre-test  results  also
made  low  apiounts  of  improvement.     It  may  be  predicted  that
subjects  who  are  above  the  mean  on  pre-test  examinations  will
be  above  the  mean  on  post-test  examina.tions,  whereas  those
below  the  mean  on  the  pre-test  will  more  likely  be  below  on
the  post-test  results.    The  exception  for  this  EMR  population
was  if  the  child  fell  within  the  middle  I.ange  scoring  on  the
pre-test.
There  were  exceptions  in  this  population  of  educable
mentally  retarded  where  subjects  with  below  the  mean  on  pre-test
scores  obtained  above  the  mean  on  the  post-test.     This  was
demonstrated  in  the  TI.aditional  method,   Appendix  N,  wnich  was
indicative  of  a  negative  correlation.    Eight  subjects  out  of
the  36  had  made  such  improvement.     It  is  interesting  to  note
that  in  regard  to  IQ  that  two  out  of  the  eight  subjects,
according  to  Wechsler,   fell  within  the  Mental  Defective  range
of  intellectual  functioning.     This -included  2.27o  of  the  popu-
lation  across  the  country,  ages  10-60.     The  other  six  children
fell  within  the  Borderline  range  of  intellectual  functioning,
which  is  comprised  by  6.77o  of  the  people  ages  10-60  across  the
country.    The  grade  levels  of  these  children  could  be  considered
middle  range  (in  relation  to  the  post-test  results  of  the  SORT).
According  to  this  population  study,  no  child  in  the
Era  range  of  intelligence  should  be  excluded  from  a  reading
program  because  of  a  pre-test  score  at  the  lower  end  of  this
range.     All  the  children  improved  from  the  experiment,   except
for  two  i.Those  situations..must  be  consider.ed.     Both  of  the  children
who  did  not  gain  from  the  experiment  were  having  difficulty
with  their  speech  and  cormunication,   both  affected  by  social
retardation.     They  scored  0.0  on  the  SORT  on  the  pre-test  and
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the.post-test.    The  question  here  is  in  relation  to  their  speech
and  language  development.     Thel.e  is  a  positive  relationship
between  reading  and  the  other  aspects  of  language  arts  (Witty,
Ft.eeland,   and  Grotberg,1966).     There  must  be  some  interest  in
learning  to  read,  listening  skills,  speaking  and  writing  abilities.
Witty,  Freeland,  and  Grotberg  also  discuss  the  contributions  of
the  home  in  the  process  of  reading.     The  child  will  continue
to  be  confused  in  what  he  is  hea,I.ing  from  the  teacher  dul'ing
the  time  he  is  in  school,   if  he  returns  home  to  the  family
setting  where  language  development  is  poor.    Many  aspects
perpetuate  that  the  teacher  of  reading  must  work  with.    Iiearning
to  read  depends  on  many  factors  and  considerations  which  includes
the  physiological,   intellectual,   emotional,   and  social  development
of  children  (Grotberg,1966).     Children  need  models  to  learn,
and  wol.king  with  the  child  with  poor  speech  and  language  develop-
ment,  poor  a,bilities  to  listen  effectively,  and  who  also  presents
tendencies  toward  hyperactivity,  requires  more  than  the  teacher
involved  in  the  elementary  school  as  a  model.     She  requires
assistance  from  the  home  to  help  provide  a  consistent  ba,sis  for
what  he  is  being  taught  in  tne  special  education  classroom.
The  population  of  the  present  study  is  an  example  of
the  importance  of  consistency  of  what  a,  child  hears  between  home
and  school.    The  teacher  can  provide  all  kinds  of  stimulation
to  the  child,  but  struggling  with  the  child  who  comes  from
low  socio-economic  ba,ckground,   and  a  home  whel.e  language
development  is  poor  as  well  as  the  speech  development,   is  fighting
a  tough  battle.    What  the  child  is  being  taught  in  school  and
what  he  is  subjected  to  in  the  home  is  very  inconsistent.     One
of  the  most  important  factors  for  progress  and  change  is  ''follow-
upr    There  must  be  consistent  and  additional  effort  applied
toward  helping  ETffi  children  to  read  at  a  beginning  level  and  to
improve.     The  skills  needed  to  learn  to  read  were  not  present
in  these  children  withih` this, study  who  did  not  make  any  im-
provement.     These  skills  included  attentiveness,  minimum  lis-
tening  abilities,   shor-i-term  memory  and  long-term  memory,   and
the  ability  to  hear  sounds  correctly.
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Positive  Relationshi s  P.etween  Word
Reco/_Initicin   Scores   ±`rorri   the   SORE   and
Subt;est l'erformancc
Caution  must  be  applied  in  relating  the  val.ious
psychomotor  abilities  and  thought  processes  that  each  of  the
WISC  subtrsts  draws  upon.     Vocabulary  skills  would  seem  to  be
of  importance  in  teaching  EDffi  children  to  read  and  to  improving
their  word  recognition. skills.    As  noted  in  chapter  four,  the
Vocabulary  subtest  of  the  WISC  involves  language  development
and  i;he  child  responds  with  word  definitions  in  order  to  score.
This  is  different  from  just  being  able  to  recognize  the  word.
Skills  such  as  short-term  memory,  rapid  learning
abilities,   pa,iring  and  reproducing  symbols  using  numera.Is  as
stimuli,  and  the  ability  to  group  items  and  ideas  to  facilitate
ease  in  learning  could  be  approached  through  remedial  activities.
Though,   the.F  values  from  the  coval'iance  analyses  proved  to
be  insignificant,  the  abilities  contained within  the  subtests
that  were  close  to  significance  could  be  utilized  to  provide
remedial  exercises  to  improve  these  necessary  abilities.
Not  only  is  -i-t important  that  the  child  be  told  that
s-e-e  spells  "see,''  but  he  must  also  be  told  that  word  is
related  to  his  eyes,  and  that  the  word  is  associated  with  the
five  senses.    In  the  EMR  population  of  the  present  investigation,
it  was  important  that  the  child  be  told  that  a-p-p-i-e  spelled
"apple,"  and  also  that  he  held  the  apple  and  even  tasted  it.
This  approach  is  more  concrete  and  functional.    It  requires
every  sense  of  the  body  possible  to  learn  the  word,  be  able  to
spell  it,  and  be  able  to  recall  it  again  when  needed.    The
mol`e  abstract  the  I.eading  method  and  the  process,   the  less
effective  on  the  response  on  the  post-test.    The  children
responded  better  to  activities  involving  muscular  movements
where  they  utilized  their  whole  body.    Thus,   the  learning
process  was  less  of  an  abstract  idea  for  them.    Working  with
the  sand  letters  and  tracing  the  letters,  moving  their  bodies
and  telling  stories  with  the  wol.ds  being  learned  made  the
words  more  meaningful ,to  them.     The  child  did  not  have  to  I`ely
wholly  on  his  verbal  abstract  level.
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|ications for  Counseling
One  of  the  most  important  steps  toward  striving  for
adulthood  is  the  area  of  vocational  training  (Pikunas,1969).
In  todayls  world,   considering  the  amount  of  automation,   the
percentage  of  unskilled  labor  continues  to  decline.    Training
for  jobs  and  specific  vocations  takes  longer,   and  the  needs
of  the  per.son  often  times  can  not  wait  until  proper  training
or  education  has  been  completed  before  they  are  met.     For  all
individuals,   the  choice  made  of  a  vocation  or  a,  career  is  a
decisive  decision  for  the  person  and  the  counselor  involved.
It  is  around  this  that  the  client.s  entire  life  I.evolves.
Bridging  the  gap  between  school  and  work  is  a  significant
challenge  for  counselors  of  all  disciplines,   for  the  teacher
within  the  classroom  and  .for  the  parents  of  the  children.
The  employment  world  is  one  that  is  rapidly  changing
and  those  individuals  who  participate  must  be  adaptal)1e  to  these
changes.    Educational  requirements  are  steadily  increasing
for  jobs   (Pililmas,1969).     FTom  the  year  1960  to   1970,   approxi-
mately  26  million  young  people  entered  the  labor  force.     The
poorly  educated  of  these  competed  with  machines  for  employment
(Pikunas,1969).     The  cybermated  systems  in  use  today  have
skills  requisite  to  a  high  school  diploma.     The  unemployment
rate  for  the  youth  with  limited  education  will  likely  rise  as
many  occupations  for  the  unskilled  slowly  decline.
The  counseling  program  of  the  Employment  Service.
United  States  Department  of  IiabQr,  was  established  in  '1945.
Since  the  National  Defense  Education  Act  of  1960,   there  has  been
rapid  growth  in  guidance  services  offered  by  the  secondal'y
schools   (Pikunas,1969).     In  1962  there  were   36,500  serving
as  counselors  in  the  public  schools  and  the  number  has  been
steadily  increasing.    More  young  people  than  ever  will  require
vocational  counseling.
The  counselor  is  not  working  with  just  an  individual
and  a  vacant  job  or  position.    He  is  working  with  the  individual
and  his  entire  life.     The  more  skills  the  person  possesses,   the
more  open  and  diversified  the   job  opportunities  become.
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An  individual  with  a  low  I.eading  level  would  not  be  recommended
for  college  training,  technical  training  which  involved  manuals
or.wol.kbooks,   or  secretarial  occupations   (Cull  and  Hardy,   1972).
This  definitely  limits  that  client  and  the  counselor  as  to
alternative  paths  toward  gainful  employlnent.
Phe  present  study  is  of  value  to  counselors  of  all
disciplines.     At  the  secondary  school  level,  the  counselor
will  be  more  aware  of  reading  difficulties  and  the  basic  skills
required  for  this  process.    Remedial  assistance  can  be .obtained  and
the  individuals  employment  possibilities  can  be  plarmed  around
the  skills  and  educational  qualities  of  the  person.    If  the
individuals  are  still.  in  school,   the  counselor  who  is  aware  of
these  basic  skills  can  discuss  them  with  the  respective.  teachers
who  work  with  the  children  in  the  classroom.     The  move  toward
employment  can  then-be  a  combined  effort.
=F=O=rL_R±h__at2_i_l|tqtiop  Psyc_hB±qgj_s±.     As  discussed  in  chapter
one,  the  I`ehabilitation  psychologist  is  a  rehabilitation  specialist
who  operates  as  a.  consultant  for  the  vocational  rehabilitation
counselor.    He  determiries  eligibility  for  services  and  is  equipped
to  identify  learning  disa,bilities.    The  findings  of  this  study
would  be  of  help  to  the  rehabilitation  psychologist  who  functions
within  a  rehabilitation  setting,  as  well  as  the  school  psycholo-
gist  and  the  counseling  psychologist  in  private  practice.
Specific  WISC .results  and  data  anhlysis  concerning  the
present  Population  of  the  mentally  defective  or  F,MR  range  children
alerts  the  professional  to  specific  subtes.i  results  to  look  for.
Although  subtest  covariance  proved  insignificant  with  post-test
results,   existent  skills  from  the  WISC  subtests  can  be  utilized
to  improve  the  EMRls  abilities.
Often  times  psychologists  find  skills  lacking  in  a  per.son
that  need  remedial  help.     FI.om  such  studies  as  the  present  one,
the  rehabilitation  psychologist  can  make  recommendations  for
specific  remedial  a,ssistance  on  certain  skills  from  which  the
ENffi  is  deficient.
Particular  workshop  programs  or  technical  programs  can
can  be  designed  around  the  subsequent  infol.nation  offered  from
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administering  the  WISC,  as  can  be  for  those  eligible  for  the
Wet!hsler  Adult  Intelligence  Scale  which  contains  quite  similar
skills  to  those  found  in  the  WISO.     Recommendations  for  plans
toward  employment  may  then  be  made  to  the  rehabilitation  counselor
involved  and  vocational  couns6ling  may  begin.
For  Voca,tiona,I  Rehabilitation
ounselors ol.   the   i,.':ental Retarded. Considering  the
findings  of  the  psychologist,   the  reha,bilitation  counselor  may
take  steps  toward  a  I.emedial  program  to  supplement  previous
experience  within  a  workshop  setting.     The  present  study  may
be  of  interest  as  to  the  reading  process  and  grade  level  of  the
EMR.     If  remedial  instruction  does  improve  the  level  of  the  EMR,
the  rehabilitation  counselor  should  b6  more  favorable  toward
tutorial  work  for.the  mentally  deficient.    Ii'Jith  remedial  help
the  mildly  retarded  can  obtain  employment  comparable  to  the
normal  individual.
The  present  study  suggests  the  need  for  early  identifi-
cation  of  the  "ffi  so  that  planning  may  take  place  between  the
special  education  teacher  and  the  rehabilitation  counselor  of
the  mentally  retarded.     The  end  process  becomes  less  of  a  non-
rewal.ding,  unsuccessful  process  toward  obtaining  a  level  of
gainful  employment  for  the  ETm  individual.
L±-E:±g::€:I:gip:¥t#¥£¥-ra#:-
sec.r2.rch
This  study  provided  an  opportuhity  to  assess  the.  effects
of  specific  reading  methods  on  word  recognition  in  the  educable
retarded.    The  data  provided  support  for  studies  and  conclusions
made  by  Kirk   (1964),   Cegelka  and  Cegelka   (1970).     Research.
has  shovm  no  superiority  of  any  one  method  over  another.
Intelligeri_ce  level  had  no  significant  influence  on  word  recogni-
tion  performance  and  specific  subtest  skills  could  be  utilized
to  provide  for  improvement  in  abilities  to  use  skills  such  as,
rapid  learning,   short-term  and  long-term  memory,  and  coding
exercises.
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Caution  must  be  taken  to  note  the  specific  ENffi  group
studied.    The  research  took  place  at  three  different  schools
that  presented  varied  educational  processes.     The  Ss  themselves
were  on  differ.ent  levels  of  reading  ability.  different  grade
levels  and  a  wide  age  span.    Many  of  the  children  presented  emo-
tional  difficulties  and  speech  defects.    A  limitation  of  the
study  was  that  the  Ss  themselves  were  culturally  disadvantaged.
The  study  should  be  repeated  with  the  reading  methods
operating  under  one  educational  process.    The  size  of  the  subject
pool  should  be  increased.     This  might  would  give  an  opportunity
for  significant  differences  to  show  up  among  reading  methods.
It  would  also  be  interesting  to  control  the  variable  of  age
and  reading  experience.
Strmarv
The  major  purpose  of  this  study  wa,s  to  examine  the  effects
of  two  experimental  reading  methods  on  word  recognition  in
Em  children  and  changes .in  reading  proficiency  related  to
the  WISC.     Past  research  has  emphasized  the  effectiveness  of
remedial  reading `instruction  in  the  process   (Kirk,1964),   Cegelka
and  Cegelka  (1970)  reported  that  no  reading  method  seems  superior
over  another.     Implicit  in  the  basic  I.esearch  is  the  assulnption
and  conclusions  that  reading  methods  are  of  importance.   and
that  proposed  methods  work  better  with  retarded  children.
This  investigation  obtained  a.ata  concerning  the  Fernald
technique  of  teaching  reading,   the  Visual-Auditory-Kinesthetic
method,   and  the  Traditional  ("look-and-say")  method.     Identifiying
the.children  within  the  IQ  range  of  50-80  with  the  WISC,   thirty-
six  EMR  children  were  utilized  in  the  study.     By  obtaining  a
post-test  and  a  preliminary  pre-test  measure  with  the  SORT.,   co-
variance  analyses  were  made  to  determine  significant  diffel'ences
among  the  three  methods  of  reading.     The  significance  of  the
pre-test  grade  level  to  post-test  performance  was  ascertained.
The  covariance  WISO  analyses  were  run  on  WISO  subtesi;sl   perfor-
mance  and  post-test  results  on  the  SORT.
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Phe  subjects  were  22  boys  and  14  girls  with  IQls
ranging  from  50-80  on  the  WISC.     The  Ss  were  drarm  from  three
elementary  schools  in  a  mountainous  school  distl.ict  in  north-
western  North  Carolina.
Results  revealed  no  significant  differences  between
the  reading  methods  employed.    Pie-test  level  of  reading  on  the
SORT  had  a  significant  influence  on  the  post-test  results  of
the  EMR  children.     Tho.se  individuals  with  midflle  range  SORT
pre-test  scores  made  the  most  improvement,  while  all 'the
children  made  improvement  of  some  degree.    `The  exceptions  were
those  EFffi  children  whose  pre-test  scores  on  the  SORT  were  0.0.
Iievel  of  intellectual  functioning  on  the  WIS0  ha.d  no
significant  influence  on  how  the  individuals  did  on  each  of      .
the  methods  and  across  the  reading  process.     WISC  subtests
and  tri.eir  F values  were  insignificant  as  to  the  effect  they
had .on  the  post-test  results.    Thus,  the  data  supported  the
designated  four  null  hypotheses.
Future  research  should  be  directed  toward  a  more  concen-
trated  investigation  of  the  WISC  itself  and  the  basic  skills
related  to  reading  in  this  particular  population.    Caution
should  be  exercised  in  coni;rcning  for  the  varied  educational
processes  that  prevail  fl`om  school  to  school.
Appendix  A
Mean  Word  Recog?i::€:t::%5es  By  Treatment
Reading  Method                                        Mean                    Standard  Deviation
q}raditional  +  F.ernald                      3.01666                                  2.71960
Traditional
TI.aditional  +  VAK
3.74999                                     3.61096
2.01666                                        2.11695
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`Appendix  a
Means  and  Standard  Deviations
According   to   Schoc>1s
Schools                                  Parkway          Green  va,lley          Hardin  I'ark
Read ing  Tulethod E                   SD                X                 SD                   X              SD
Traditional                 3.8533       4.6162     5.2750     5.4.921      .7200     1.0899
+
Fernald
Traditional                 4.7250       6.6690     3.6750     4.6890   2.8500     3.4022
Traditional
+
VAK 3.4200        4.0351         .5000        .90821.7000     2.2350
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Appendix  a
Group  Regression  by  Treatments
Traditional  +  Ferna.Id




77.094             77.094             180.902
4.261                 0.426
81. 356
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Appendix  C   (continued)
Traditional




1                    109.804              109.804           32.655
10                      33.625                   3.362
11                      143.450
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Appendix  a   (continued)
Traditional  +  VAK
Source                                      D.F.                     S.S.                       M.S.                     F
Regression                              1
Error                                    10
Total






ANOVA  Table   of  Between  Regression
(fie-treatment  Grade  Ijevels)
Source                                         D.F.                          S.S.                M.S.                  F
Overall  Regression             1
Between  Regression             :2
Error                                     30
Total 33
228.325        228.325           0.481
1.423               0.711




















(ELll  Scale  IQ)
ANOVA  for  Overall  Regression





32                268.543
33               274.083




ANoVA  for  ?¥::%:I  :8fression





32              2T3.970
33               274.083




ANOVA  for  Overall  Re
(Performance  I95ession
Source M,S.
Regression                           1
EI'ror                                   3 2
Total
9.169                  9.169                  1.107





Source                                    D.F.                          S.S.                  M.S.                   F
Regl`ession                              1
Error                                 3 2
Total 33
24.903             24.903             3.198




Covariance  Analysis  for  Similarities
(Overall  Regression)




1                     22.143                  22.143               2.812
32                251.940                   7.873
33               274.083
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Appendix  K
Covariance  Analyses  of  Supplementary  WISC  Subtests
(Subtests  Not  Correlated  with  Reading)



















Ere-test  Means  for  Schools
( s:h=]o¥a¥ )                         G{S:#o¥:L±jy
Hardin  Park
(School   3)
I  =   1.79166 E  =   2.1750
70
¥  =   1.21666
Appendix  M
Pre-test  Menas  for  Reading  Methods
Traditi onal                       Tradit i onal                   Tradi ti onal
++
Fernald                                                                                                  .. VAK-
E  =   1.97499                                               E  =   2.20833                             X  =   O.99999
SI)=   2.10070                                                  SD=   2.12708                               SI)=   1.33484
7i
Appendix  N
Rankings  and  Amount  of  Improvement  by  Treatment










record  f ron  year  to  year" SLOSSON    ORAL    READING    TEST
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ere         15.    ride
6.   under
7.   was
8.   what
9.   bump
0.   live
12.  puppy
13..   dark
14.
15.
16 .  basket
17 .  food
20 .  along
List   Z     (6o)
1.   game
2.   hide
3.   grass
4.   across
5.   around
6.   breakfast
7.   field
8.   large
9.   better
1o.   suddenly
11.   happen
12.   farmer
13.   river
14.   lunch
15.   sheep
16.   hope
17.   forest
18.   stars
19.   heavy
2o.   Station
SCH00lJ
EXAMINER
List   3     (8o)
I    safe
2    against
3    smash
4    reward
5    evening
()    stream
7    empty
!;    stone
(,    grove
I()     desire
11      Ocean
12     bench
13    damp
14,     timid
15    perform
1`,    destroy
lT     delicious
I(,    hunger
ltJ    excuse
2()     understood





















List..5     (,2o)
1    cushion
2    generally
3    extended
•1    custom
5    tailor
()    haze
7    gracious
:,    dignity
tJ    terrace
I,,    applause
11     jungle
12    fragrant
I.`3     interfere
11.    marriage
15    profitable
I()    define
obedient
ambition
lt;    presence
2()    merchant
I__                                                       _I
ist   6    (14o) List   7    (16o) List   8     (18o) Iligh    School    (2oo)
'  SCORE
nstalled I    administer I     prairies I   traverse List  P
'
m|iortance 2    tremor 2     evident 2   affable
List   Inedicine :}     environment :i     nucleus ..',   compressible
ebellion `'1.`   counterfeit 4    antique 1  excruciating List   2
nfected 5    crisis 5    ,twilight.. . -, 5   pandemonium List   3
esponsible (t    industrious ri    memora-fi`dum (t  scrupulous
List   4
quid 7    approximate T     whimsical T   primordial
List   5•einelidous ii     society {}    proportional €;  chastisement
Listomary t)     architecture intangible `J  sojourn List   6List7
lalicious I,,     malignant I()    formulated I(J  panorama
rectacular I,     pensive 11     articulate 11   facsimile
List  8lventory 12     standardize 12    deprecate 12  auspicious
earning 13     exhausted 13    remarkably I;i  contraband List   ['.  S.
naginary
•14i     reminiscence
I-'1     contrasting 14  envisage
RawSco re)nsequently
15     intricate 15    irrelevance 5  futility
[cellence lr>    contemporary 1(i    supplement lfi enamoured
Lln8eon 17     attentively 17    inducement 17  gustatory
3tained 1!;     compassionate 1{}     nonchalant 1{!  decipher (Total   number  of
)undant JtJ     complexion ltJ    exul)erant It)  inadequacy correct    words`
"t,pliments 2()     continu(]usly 2()    grotesque 2i)  simultaneous including    thewordsbelowstartingIevel.)
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|Any   specific   coaching   on   these   particulqr   words   will   naturauy   roduco   the   validity  of   this   test.)
*^ .          Appendix  p
s   about   3   minutes
ive   and   to   score.
SLOSSON   0It^L   RE^lIING   TEST SORT
Copyright      ©     1963,    Bichard   L.    Slosson,    M.A.
Keep    this    test    in
safe   drawer.or   fi  le.
This  Oral   Readinq   Test   is   to   be   given   ir\dividually   clnd   is   based   on   the   ability   to   pronounce   words
dit{e[ent   16vels   ot   dit[iculcy.       The   words   have   been   taken    [{om   standardizecl   school    readers   ai.d   the
dinq   Level   obtained   from   testing   represents   median   or   standal.dized   school   achievement.      A   correlation
.96   (varicibility   on   a   qroilp   o[    108   Ch,ildren    from_[irst   _9[ad?   thru  _Pigh_  sc.hool_..   _   Gr_ay   Mean   -_   5.0.    SORT
rn   =   5.0.    Gray   S.D.    =   2.0.    SORT   S.D.    =   2.3)   was   obtained   with   the   Stclndardlzed   Oral    Readinq   PcrraciraDhs     --.
William   S.    Gray.    published   by   TIle   Bobbs-Merril   Company.    Inc:..    Indianapolis.    Indiclna.      Permission    to
!   this   test   by   Gray    tor   purposes   o[   validation   is   deeply   app[ec:fated.
A  rellabllity   coe[[icient   o[  .99  (test-retes.t   interval   of   one   week)   shows   that   this  Oral   Reading   Test
be   usedat  [[equent   intervals   to   measure   a   chil.d.s  progress   in   reading.   providing   no   specific   coaching
h   these   pa[ticula[   words   lias   been   given.      Suc:h   periodic:   testing   can   be   higllly   motivclting.
I) I  R E C T I 0 N S
Allow  the   child   to   read   from  one   sheet   while
u  keep  score  on   another.      At   the  start.   say   the
\\ovl±ng..      ''1   want    lo   see   how  many  of   these   words
u    can    read.       Please   begin   here    an.d    read   each
•d   aloud   as   carefully   as   you   can."      (1rrd±cate  at
at   list   to   start.  )   ''me®  yclu   co"c   /a   a  o',.rr;.cu//
rd.    do    the   best    you   can    and    if   you   canlt    read
say    lblankl     and   go   on    to    the   next    one.N
Start   a  child  with   a  list   where  you  think  he
n  pronounce   all   20   words   in   that  one   list   cor-
ctly.      Note   that   each   list,  of   words   is   graded.
st   P   (primer)    is   for   the   first   few  months   of
rst  grade,   List   1   is   for   the   balanc6  of   first
ade.    List   2   is   for   second   grade,    etc.      If   the
arting  list.   is  too   difficult   and  the  child  makes
en   one  mistake,  go  back  until   you   reach   an   easier
st   wherehe can  pronounce   all   20   words  correctly.
After  you  have   found   the   st,arting   list,,    go   on
to  more  advanced lists unt,il  you   find the stopping
st.    where  he  mispronounces  or   is  unable   to   read
r20 words.    \then  you   reach   a  point   where t.he words
come   very   difficult,    say:   J'iooA  oc;;-cA/y   o'own./A,.s
sf    and   read    the   words   you   think   you   know.N
When   a  child   reads   very   slowly   and   takes  more
an   5   seconds   on   each    and   every   word.    move   him
ong  b.y   sa.ving   the  "blank"   for  him.      Or   call   out
e  numberof  tlie  v`.or:I   a`t   a   ratc.  of  about   5  seconds
each.   Still  another  plan  is  to  use  a  small  card  or
piece  of  paper.   coveringup a  w.ord  after  a  5  second
exposure,    forcing  him  on   to   the  next   word.
5.     Cbunt  asanerror   each  mispronounced  or  omitted
word  as  well   as   a  word  which   takes  more   than   about
5  seconds   to  pronounce.      (If   a  child  has   a  speech
defect   such   as   a   stutter,   disregard   the   5  second
interval   and   allow   as   much   time   as   necessary.  )
Count   it   an  error  when  a  child   is  uncertain   about
a  word  and  gives  more  than   one  pronunciation.    even
though  one  of   them  may  have   been   correct.      Be  par-
ticularly   careful   about   scoring  the  word   endings
as  they  must   be  absolutely  correct.      Keep  score  by
putting  a  check  mark   (J  )   after  each   error  or  a
plus  sign   (+)   after  each   correct  cord.     Enter  the
number  of  correct  rords  at   the  bottom  of  each   list
as  you   go   along.      An   analysis  of   scatter  on   the
test,    as   well   as   an   analysis  of   the   types  of
errors  made, .th.ill   indicate   areas  of   weakness.
6.     To   find  a  child's   raw  score   for  reading,   count
the  total   number  of   words  he  was   able  to  pronounce
correctly   in  all   lists  and  add  the  rords  below  the
starting  list   for  which  he   automatically   receives
credit.      To  obtain   the   Reading  Level.    look   up   the
value  of  this   raw  score   in   Table   1   below.    A  simple
way   to   detemine  the  Readilig  Level   is  to   take  half
the  raw  score.      For  example,   if  t,he  raw  score  were
46,  half of   this  number   would   be   23   and   t,he   Reading
Level   would  be   2.3   or   the  3rd  month   of  2nd   grade.
TABLE     I
CllANGING     TI]E RAW' SCORL`     T0     READING     LEVEL
R(lading   Grade   Let.el   is   given   in   years   and   mont,hs.       For   example,    5.2   means   the   2nd   mont,h   of   5th   grade.  )
;ORE           GRADE               SCORE           GRADE               SCORE            GRADE               SCORE           GRADE               SCORE           GRADE               SCORE            GRADE               SCORE           GRADE
LI              0.0
I-3               0.I
-5            0.2
-7           0.3
-9            0.u
L'l            0.5
-13            0..6
-'5         0.7
-17           0.8
-19           0.9
-21              I.0
-23              I.I
-25           I.2
26-27           I.3
28-29            I.U
30-31              I.5
32-33'           I.6
3U-35             I.7
36-37           I.8
38-39            I.9
uO-U'             2.0
u2-u3           2.I
uu-u5           Z.2
L16-V7            2.3
u8-t'9          2.u
50-51           2.5
52-53          2.6
5u-55          2.7
56-57          2.8
58-59          2.9
60-61           3.0
62-63           3.I
6u-65           3.2
66-67          3.3
68-69          3.V
70-71            3.5
72-73          3.6
7u-75          3.7
76-77          3.8
78-79         3.9
80-81           u.0
82-83           V. I
Ou-85          u.2
86-87           11.3
88-89          u.L|
90-91            V.5
92-93          u.6
9u-95.         u.7
96-97          1'.8
98-99          u.9
loo-'01         5.0
102-103         5.I
lou-105         5.2
106-'07         5.3
108-log        5.u
Ilo-Ill          5.5
'12-113          5.6
llL'-115          5.7
116-1'7          5.8
118-119           5.9
120-121          6.0
122-123           6.I
12u-125         6.2
126-127         6.3
128-129         6.V
130-13'           6.5
132-133          6.6
13u-135         6.7
136-137         6.8
138-139         6.9
IuO-Iul         7.0
lv2-1113           7.I
lvl'-lv5        7.2
lv6-IV7        7.3
11'8-11'9         7.u
150-15:          7.5
152-'5?         7.6
15ll-!'3J         7.7
I 56-I 57
158-159
I 60- I 6 I
I 62-  I 63
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